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May meeting of the city governwas held last Monday evening with

!

The

I.TS

England
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1 Superintendent of schools.
Rubber Company.... ! Street lighting.
! School Physician
y reraft Muddle.
: Machinery and tools account..
hurches.The Baptist Free
Colonial Theatre_ Schoollibrary.
Contingent.
correspondence. Air School repairs.
Free text books and
cation in the Civil War.

50
402
60
99
193
42
65
493

ii

supplies.
Paupers.

Sews of Belfast.

CAPT. GEORGE T. OSBORNE.

Maintenance of City team..
Hhv ford Account.

Victory..Conscience

Department.
Maintenance of City Building......
Police

Correspondence. Mak-

(poem'....Help

•[.

School transportation.
General school purposes.
State of Maine Account.

in 50-

Program....Transfers

eat

Hi... Estate.

ill

for a long time with
organic heart
trouble and the end was not unexpected.
He was down town about four weeks
ago
calling on friends and attending the G.
A. R meeting and
filling his office as
chaplain.
Capt. Osborne was born in
Belfast, Jan 25, 1838, the son of the late
Alonzo and Isabella Tilden Osborne. He
always made his home in Belfast, the
city he loved. March 25,1860, he married
Miss Helen M. Pattershall of
Belfast,
who survives him.
Their only child,
Mrs. Carrie L. Baler, died in
July, 1916.
It was a bereavement from which her
parents never rallied.
The fifty-eight
years of his married life exhibited an
ideal companionship that made their home
the happiest place on earth to
them, and
radiated a hospitality pleasing to all who
came under its influence.
He was always a most conscientious and
worthy
man, and the city has lost one of its best
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110 74
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>;dewalks.
Fire Department..

War ...More Wooden

Capt. George T. Osborne died at his
home near the upper bridge in Kast Belfast at 1 a. m., May 7th. He had been

7i7‘20
211
102 83

Sewers...

Items.All Sorts....A
•s Creed... Food Control

$6,057 32

Stockton Springs...
Married ..Died...Market.
,rt..

The pay of the night watchmen was
established at $2.50 per night.
An appropriation of $100.00 was made
for the observance of Memorial Day, any

*
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unexpended balance to be returned to th?
city treasury.
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who knew him.

Of his father's family
of ten children but one
remains, Mrs. L.

A communication was received from
the trustees, determining that the income
of the “Wilson Fund” should be used for
the purchase of books and payment of

Emma Tilden of

Hallowell,

who was with
When a young

him the past two weeks.
man Vie learned the sail
makers trade
and worked for many years in the Charles
R. Thombs loft in this
city, and his last
manual labor was in the Government
Navy Yard at Kittery. The sea always
had a call to him and he early in life be-

expenses of the Belfast Free Library.
Edmund Wilson, tax collector for 1917,

repor ed that the amount of taxes collected was $973.33, of which $900.00 had
been paid to the city treasurer.

gan making occasional voyages. He was
in the Clarissa when the Civil War broke

The city treasurer submitted the trial
as of May 1, 1918.

balance

out.

He resigned this command and in
the fall of 1863 enlisted in Company H.
of the second Maine Cavalry.
Hearted

The city treasurer was instructed to
negotiate a loan of $5,000 to be paid from
the taxes of 1918, notes to be signed by
the mayor and finance committee.
Chief Engineer S
the following fires;

(MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAM.

OBITUARY.

Liberty Loan...Personals, | ment
Boys’ and Girls’ | Mayor Clement W. Wescott presiding.
•lie.
The roll of accounts, amounting to
Corn Clubs... Improve
Pastures....Mail by Pony ; $5,057.32, was read and passed, divided
Preach and Practice.
j as follows:
M. her’s Promise to Her
When a Cup of Coffee
(.ike a Million Dollars. Free
55 93
High School.
at the Front...

V
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City Government.
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sergeant to Capt. A. D. Mathews of
that company until he was mustered out
at Augusta at the close of the war.
He
as

S. L. Shute reported

April 10th, chimney
was in the Gulf region
where he confire, C. A. Townsend house, with no damtracted diseases due to the climate and
age; April 13th, chimney fire, Manter
water and for a long time was in the hosDecrow house, with no damage; April
He was sent
pital at New Orleans, La.
17th, chimney lire, C. H. Field house, with

his re-1
furlough
damage; April 24th, chimney lire,
turn went to Pensacola.
After
the
war
Salter
with
no
George
house,
damage;
he commanded the schooners Flora B.
April 24th, chimney fire, A. E. Hutchins house, with no damage; April 22nd, Condon, the Orient, the Emma S. Briggs
He was a member
Frank Clark’s house, caught around and the A. W. Ellis.
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A R.,
chimney, damage $5.00.
a past commander and
its present
O. S. Vickery, M D., was elected mem- was
He was also an honorary
chaplain.
ber of the Board of Health.
Charles R. Coombs was elected a trus- member of the Waldo County Veterans’
Association. Chronologically Capt^Ostee of Grove cemetery.
Walter H. Mitchell was elected sur- borne was the oldest Mason in Belfast.
home

no
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ordered to report
Y., Saturday, April

was

N.

l

of Mr. and Mrs.
in the

has enlisted

rv,

isit at his home in
21 years of age last
a too young for the draft
nlisted, as he is anxious
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veyor

e
r

ported

|

on

city property

re-

list of the property belonging
to the city, which report was accepted
a

his country’s strug- and ordered printed in the city report,
irked that he was not will- j
Adjourned to meet Monday, May 13th,
lirst vote for his country at 7.00 p. m.
He
! its active service.
rt
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of wood and bark.

The committee

was
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typoint school and later
Belfast High school
.liployed for a few years in
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GEORGE ALBERT LINEKIN.

the

George Albert Linekin died April 30th
his home in Roxbury, Mass., after
| being an invalid for about 12 years He
He is a gen- was born in East Knox Nov.
n that city.
20, 1852,
By the son of the late Thomas and Matilda
with young and old.

it

Y.nx.
Hi:.-..

p

ark Bank of NewjYork
i:\ed at the Y. M. C. A.

at

to
business and his
.vith the general public he
in a business in which he
While in New York he

to Belfast where he married Miss
Four children
Ada L. McKeen in 1875.

Mixer Linekin.

non

i-

iheHarlem evening High
American Institute of
made a specialty of Span-

(

•f

...

g

her report she said: “The
of the people I have had

,se

to
a

a

young

man

he

1

while they lived in
were born to them
this city and three died in their infancy.
Mr. Linekin was an honest and upright

He is
a devout Spiritualist.
by his wife and their only
daughter Hazel, now Mrs. William HathOne brother and a
away of Roxbury.
sister also survive, D. O. Linekin of East
country’s service.
Knox and Mrs. Sarah L. Rogers of Belfast. The remains were brought to Bel1 Bramhall, chairman of
fast for interment and were accompanied
■nimittee at the Home for
by his wife and daughter. A service was
> soliciting
for extensive
held in the chapel at Grove cemetery
dining-room and kitchen. Saturday at 3 p. m., Rev. Arthur E. Wil-V meeting, Tuesday evenson of the Unitarian church officiating.
*
time thought of going to
in the banking business.
,ids in his, home city are
advancement in the Naval

r

When

came

interview has made the

pleasure.”

man

and

survived

Upton of Northeast
Tuesday to visit her
mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
Mrs.

Harry

H.

arrived

Comedy and War in
Colonial’s Friday Feature

rove,

sick

and

on

at the Colonial Theater at 10.30 a. m.
with the usual program by Thomas H.
Marshall Post, G. A. R., with Rev.Walter
T.

Hawthorne

of

the

Walter C.

Congregational

speaker

severe case

spectacle, The Warl.ie wonderful Maciste, star of
^nnunzio’s Caljiria, has gar-

with the

of march will be announced next week.
The Belfast Band has been engaged and

irr(

record. The picture alacclaimed as the most

tac,

'ecu

dnar^ii
lade

W-ra1

"Punch”
1

a

production

ever

record number of genuine
1 brills
throughout the

“"rse,/"'8 seven
absorbingly interest"Steels 'n
has passed the careful
I',1'

erutinv

Wthout

tu

''

Natidhal Board of Review

necessity of

a

single*elimina- day, matineefand evening.—

j

K.

spending the week in this city.

has

Wollaston, Mass.,

returned home
where he has

been employed during the past winter.

Tuesday

S. Bangs of Augusta
on their way to their

cottage at Temple Heights for the

sum-

mer.

Veterans Meet in
Waldo.

this

summer.

This firm has

Clarence Nickerson house

sold

Steinhert is in charge of the local plant
of the Booth Fisheries Company.

the

Cross street
to William H. Gray who has taken possession.

The Waldo County Veterans’ Association held their monthly meeting at the

Hathaway

returned to

Mass., last Monday after
with Belfast relatives.
Mrs. Adrian C.
her sister in

a

Roxbury,
short visit

Tuttle is the guest of
Mass. During her

Atlantic,

Percy

absence Mr. and Mrs.

C. Tuttle are

with Mr. Tuttle and children.

for

William T. Norris of the office force of

County

re-

Mrs. J. L. Stevens, who spent the winMrs. Samuel N. Rackliff left
Monday
Portland, where she will meet her son ter in Pittsburg, Pa., arrived on the MonHehry B. Cunningham, now with the day evening train and has opened her
house on Swan Lake avenue.
coast guards at Fort Preble.

subject in connection

program.

substituting at the
Miss Harriet Wight returned home last
freight office of the R. R. depot during
the absence of Walter Bowen, who was Saturday from Newtonville, Mass., where
tions are extended to all societies to take
she spent the winter with her
niece, Mrs.
recently operated on for appendicitis.
part in the parade and it is earnestly reF. Wallace Chase.
Friends of Earle F. Hammons will, be
quested that all make an effort to send a
Mrs. Horace Chenery arrived last week
interested to learn that he has gone from
delegation.
from Concord, Mass., to open the Crosby
street
in
the
parade Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., to Camp
The right of line
place preparatory to coming here with
will be given to Company F., of the Third Mills, Long Island, New York, where he
her family for the summer.
Guards.
National
The
is
with
L.
of
the
39th
Maine Infantry,
Company
Infantry.
Mrs. Harry E. Daleand little son Harry
Boy Scouts will also have a prominent
The second year membership fees of all
of Wollaston, Mass., arrived last FriJr.,
will
and
automobiles
the
in
parade
part
who joined the Red Cross society in May
to join her mother, Grace M. Thompday
of
the
Belfast
be furnished for members
and June 1917 are now due. All will con- son in a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil L.
City Govefnment,« the Belfast Board of fer a favor by remitting to Miss Isabel
Hall.
Trade and the members of the Grand
Ginn, treasurer, without further notice.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs have
Army. Friends having automobiles will
In a personal note Wm. K. Mor'son of been at their cottage at Bayside the past
confer a favor in donating the use of
week attending to painting and renovatthem for the time of the parade to the Minneapolis, Minn., formerly of Belfast
members of the Grand Army. The ranks writes: My daughter and her husband, ing it for their occupancy the coming
of the Grand Army are fast thinning and have had their surname changed from season.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarthy have
within the past month, Thomas H. Mar- Grosskopf to Morison, anticipating the
shall Post has lost a number of its mem- growingfeeling against “German names” gone to their cottage at Temple Heights
for the season. They are always among
bers. Offers of assistance and suggestions and “Made in Germany.”
will gladly be received by Captain Dickey
The Dickey-Knowlton Real
Estate the first to arrive and last to leave this
and all societies intending to take part in Company have sold the store at Temple summer resort.
the program should make an early report Heights, formerly owned by the late
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Sleinhert ol New
to him.
Charles N. Dicker, to Harry Mahoney of Haven, Conn., arrived recently and are
East Northport, who will conduct it at the Millett home on Cedar street. Mr.
Waldo

liam

Col. and Mrs. A.
arrived

the Coe-Mortimer is

there will be the regular exercises at the
Soldiers’ lot in Grove cemetery. Invita-

Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett have
a short visit in Boothbay.

turned from

M. Barrett of

Mayford Morris
from

of mumps.

on some

Mrs. Lizzie Owen McCabe of Bangor is

in

H. C. Buzzell has returned from a trip
visits in Boston and Protidence,
including
Skowhegan is
R. I.
spending the week with the family of her
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse left Tues lay for
son, Roy E. Young.
a few days visit
with her niece, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George Whitney of Boston have arrived at their cottage at Sat- Grace M. Packard, in Bangor.
Mrs. George A. Linekin and Mrs. Wilurday Cove, for the summer.
Mrs.

Gordon, with the drafted

war

was

yard.

Hon. H. C. Buzzell will be the speaker

Memorial Building with the right resting
speaking
Market street. The order of the line

CENTS'

PERSONAL.

Earl B. Haley is in Sandypoint, where
he is employed in the Government ship-

on

Mr. and Mrs.

L. O.

Bucklin have

re-

Charles F. Shaw, who spent the winter
Miami, Fla., and has [been in Springfield, Mass., for several weeks, arrived
in

recently to spend the
Mr. and Mrs. E.
ter Frances,

summer

in this city.

Macomber, daugh-

L.

and Mr.

W. A. Macomber

returned north from Miami, Fla., where
they spent the winter. Mrs. Macomber
and daughter remained in Taunton, Mass.,
a short visit.
They will spend the

for

summer

in Islesboro.

Thomas Gardiner

Randall,

chief radio

U. S. S. New Mexico, has been in Belfast a few days the
guest of his father, Wm. M. Randall.
“Tom” was the recipient of many cordial

operator of the

new

congratulations on becoming chief of the
department in which he enlisted when a
sophomore of the Belfast High school.
News has been received by relatives of
Miss Natalie M. Pottle, daughter of Nathaniel J. Pottle ot Providence, formerly
of Belfast of injuries received by her in
an

accident.

She

was

in Providence when

crossing the street
she

was

knocked

young man on a motor cycle.
She says that she remembers striking the
ground three times before she lost con-

down by

a

She was taken to her home
ambulance, and has since been confined to her bed.

sciousness.
in

an

West Springfield, Mass.,
where they spent the winter with their
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie has returned home
keeper for the Pejepscot Plup and Paper daughter, Mrs. John Beckwith.
They from a month’s visit in Plymouth, Mass.,
has resigned, but will be em- I are now at their old home in the Hilton
where she was called by the illness and
travelling good. There was a large gath- Company,
house.
on the company’s tug Pejepscot
ployed
death of her mother, Mrs. Laurinda Skilering of the old btrys with many friends.
for a few months.
Later he plans to atMiss Avis M. Morison of Belfast, who
The forenoon meeting was called to order
lings, who died April 30th, aged 84 years.
tend the Navigation school at Rockland has been employed several
years in the She was for many years a resident of
with J. G. Trask, Pres., in the chair.
j
He was a member of Phoenix Lodge, F.
He has al- Springfield, Mass., public
preparatory to enlistment.
library, plans Lewiston and the widow of James D.
Records of the last meeting were read
& A. M., and had taken the degrees of
served four years in the U. S. ; to leave the last of this month to
The committee on time ready
and adopted.
spend Skillings. Funeral services were held at
-the order up to and including those of
Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw has re- | the summer with her
and place for the June meeting, Com- Navy.
aunt, Mrs. H. F. the home of her daughter, Mrs. E. P.
Palestine Commandery Knights Templar.
turned from Harrington, where she has Adams in California.
rades Harding, Palmer and Crockett,
Rowell of Plymouth. The remains were
He was also a member of Waldo Lodge,
been employed by the company and will
submitted the report as June 6th at the
Mrs. Wilbur O.
Colby has returned taken to North Anson for interment and
I. O. O. F., and the New England Order
enter their Belfast office, succeeding Mr.
Their report
Grange Hall in Morrill.
from visits in Boston and Brockton, were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Rowof Protection. He had served in both
Mitchell.
was accepted.
Mass. Mr. Colby has received his com- ell and Mrs. Ritchie, who were joined
branches of the city government.
From
Pres. Trask set the ball rolling with
Emma White Barker Tent, Daughters mission as second lieutenant and has ar- there by M Ritchie.
his earliest youth he had been identified
remarks. An honorary member, Joseph of Veterans, held their regular meeting ! rived in Georgia with the men recently
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. B. Dinsmore returnwith the Unitarian church, of which his
Ellis of South Brooks, who is known Wednesday evening, May 1st, when can- | sent from Camp Devens.
ed home last Thursday from an extendmother was a life member. The funeral
throughout Waldo county, made the boys didates were initiated, and Mrs. Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred E. Jones, former- ed vacation trip including visits in Boswill take place at his late home this,
feel young with his pleasant words. A. Jellison, Mrs. Ethel Whiting and Mrs.
of Belfast, who spent the winter in ton, New York, Washington, Richmond
ly
Thursday, at 2 p. m., Rev. Arthur E. Stinson and others followed until the din- Lizzie Clary were elected delegates to atSouthern California, left last and Atlantic City. They were two weeks
Anahiem,
Wilson officiating.
ner call when the boys fell into line to the I tend the State meeting at Portland. Five
week for the coast trip to San Francisco, at the New Willard in Washington durdining room. A fine repast was served ; comrades from the Post were reported and after a few days in that
for the LiberDORA E. RANDLETt.
city will ing the enthusiastic canvas
for the boys and there they satisfied the sick: H. M. Bennett, E. O. Pendleton, start east.
Nicholas LongThey will settle for the sum- ty Bonds and saw Mrs.
T. Osborne, H. M. Chase
worth, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin
Dora E., widow of Mathew R. Randlett inner man. Brother Levenseller passed Capt. George
mer either in Providence or Portland.
The afternoon
and others at the hotel. Mrs. Dinsmore
of Islesboro, died at the Waldo County the cigars following dinner and the story and Jacob Cunningham.
Charles Howard of Gardiner arrived
The afternoon club will meet with Mrs. Mary Carter,
They
a bond of Mary Pickford.
Hospital early Saturday morning. She telling was in order.
to visit friends in this city. He bought
when a picnic supper will be recently
found the hotels everywhere tilled with
had been ill for sorae/ time with diabetes opened by all present singing America. May 15th,
was at one time employed as mail clerk
of the Tent wil|
uniformed men, many of whom were rewhich caused a complication of other Prayer was offered by the chaplain. The served, and the meeting
on the Maine Central and for a short time
the
in
the
Post
room
be
at
was
evening.
address
of
welcome
Mrs.
given by
turning from the front injured for life.
diseases. She was born in Islesboro, the
was on the Belfast branch.
He enlisted
daughter of the late Amaziah and Mary Ruth Paul and the response by A. StinOn account of the shortage of gauze last summer in the aviation corps and
Harry H. Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
furnished
son.
The
school
children
the
J. (Marshall) Coombs. Her age was 67
I there will be no more meetings of the was training at Cornell University when , Horatio H. Carter of this city, who has
been for the past year business manager
years, 4 months and 27 days. She is sur- following interesting program: Song, surgical dressings classes in Memorial taken ill with pneumonia.
vived by a son and two daughters, who Battle Cry of Freedom; recitation, How- hall until further notice. The following
of the Bangor district of the New Engxvxis.
xi.
x/uuaiu
xvxansur
mile
ana
live in Islesboro.
The remains were ard Johnson; recitation, Call to the colors, monitors have been appointed with speciland Telephone A Telegraph Co., was redaughter Norma will leave today, Thurstaken Saturday afternoon to her late Elizabeth Harding; recitation, A Soldier’s fied time; Monday at 2 p. m. Mrs. Ansel
to the superintendency
their home in Weslville, Conn. cently promoted
for
day,
home in Islesboro, where the funeral was Dream, Mary Benson; recitation, South- M. Lothrop and Mrs. Clement W. Wesof the Eastern Massachusetts division
will
be
They
accompanied by her mother,
ern Volunteer, Lloyd Barden; recitation,
held.
with headquarters in Boston. The Bancott; Tuesday at 10 a. m Mrs. Frank R. Mrs. Amos F.
Carleton, who will remain
Henry Lamport; duet, Phyllis Simmons ! Woodcock; Tuesday at 7 p. m., Mrs. Fred
gor Commercial says of him:'
for
a short
visit.
Mrs.
Esther
Wiley
s
and Hattie Benson; recitation, Ruth R. Poor and Miss Lena A.
EAST BELFAST.
“Mr. Carter’s many friends in Bangor
Sanborn;
’Roberts is substituting for Mrs. Carleton i will
Johnson. Remarks were made by Brothgreatly regret that he is to leave the
Wednesday at 2 p. m., Mrs. Woodcock as
Victor Larrabee has moved his famil y er Joseph
bookkeeper for the Farmers’ Union.
city but will be highly pleased at his proEllis, Comrades Crockett, Stin- and Mrs. Lothrop; Thursday at 2 p m.,
in the telephone
overtown to the Eli Cook house on Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth and motion to a high position
son, Palmer and White; song, Comrade Miss Annie V. Field and Mrs. E. M. Hall;
j service, his territory being one of the
street.
little
son Warren left Monday to spend
E. F. Anderson; remarks, Mrs. Alice
most important outside Metropolitan BosSaturday at 2 p. m., Mrs. Marion E.
Edward B. Brierley came home Wednes- Palmer, Mrs. Fletcher and others. A
the week in Portland. Their son, Corpo- i ton. He has been with the company for
Brown and Mrs. John A. Fogg. The sewral Dana B. Southworth is at Fort Preble a number of years having been chief
day from Barre, Mass., for a visit with vote of thanks was given by rising for
ing rooms opposite the post office are open
in Bangor in 1P07 for a short.
his family here.
Their operator
the fine entertainment.
The meeting
with the Maine Coast Guards.
as usual and all interested are urged to
: time,
afterward being transferred to
daughter, Miss Alice E. Southworth, a Massachusetts in more important posiMiss Ethel Savery came home from closed with singing. It proved a fine attend.
I student nuise at the St. Barnabas Hospi- i tions, coming to Bangor from Lynn,
Brewer Friday p. m. to spend the week- time for the veterans and all present.
promiA. Stinson, Sec
j POOR’S Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Fred tal, will have an operation on her throat i Mass, last year. He has been business
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. N.
I Davenport have moved to the city, where during their visit and will accompany ! nently identified with Bangor’s
activiSavery.
war
and an active worker in the
i he has employment....Neal Wood’s two them home for a few weeks vacation.
Waldo County Loyal in
j
ties in this vicinity during the past year.
Relatives in this vicinity have received
little boys are boarding with Mr. and Mrs.
He will leave shortly for his new- assignthe Third Liberty Loan. Henry Went worth... Mrs. Georgie Dickey J Miss Alice E. Lawry, an assistant in ment carrying the best wishes of many
word from Haverhill, Mass., of the death
of Esther, wife of the late Joseph Hamilhas returned Bangor friends.”
is boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Dell Roler- the Belfast High school,
l
ton formerly of this place.
The total of $453,300 was raised as fol- son....Mrs. Charles Boyington has been from her home in Vinalhaven, where she
Washington, 1), C., May 4, 141)1.
!
the death of her cousin,
was called by
Services were held Sunday at Trinity lows:
very ill, but is reported as more comfortj Dear Mr. Editor: Hoping to be of some
Reformed church with a good attendance.
M.
W.
C.
who
was
Lieut.
!
Coombs,
D.,
Belfast.$169,750
use this year in connecting the Departable at this writing.... Joseph Jackson has
Services will be held regularly each SunBelmont.
2,950
where he ; killed at Fort Oglethrope, Ga., by being ment of Agriculture with the people who
from
the
home
returned
west,
day at 2.30 p. m. until further notice.
Brooks.
dver10,800
thrown from his horse.
Lieut. Coombs wanted to make “war gardens” I
Burnham .......
j has been for the past two years....Mrs. j was commissioned last winter and had tised some weeks ago in your va uable
6,900
Fred and Eugene Thompson, who have
Frankfort.
i paper for 'lists of names of people who
8,250
j John Merrithew and little son of Stockbeen in Arizona for a number of years,
: been at Ft. Oglethrope for some months.
Freedom.
I) was a
3,650
wanted Government seeds.
are guests of their nephew,Percy Thompj ton Springs, have been recent guests of 1
Islesboro.
21,650
He was a graduate of Bowdoin Medical I great success in getting names and I have
son.
They have recently purchased the
j her mother, Mrs. W. S. Wentworth....
weeks in
Jackson.
for
some
3,450
employed extra help
Bert Curtis house on Patterson Hill where
Ed. Greer and his son-in-law have moved College and practiced in Westbrook fora
Knox.
4,050
directing franks to these patriotic citithey will make their home.
time.
i to the Shepard farm, now owned by
Liberty
23,750
1 zens, but now I find that the people in
j
A most interesting and cheerful letter
Lincolnville
ha>e al7,800
Cooper and Lancaster.Irvin Wood is
Miss Altreda Ellis, U. of M., State the Department of Agriculture
|
has been received Irom Robert limes who
Monroe.
8,500
lotted in large measure to the northeastHe has had : leader of boys’ and girls’
to his own place.
moving
is
doing
is now “somewhere over there” telling
clubs,
Montville.
ern part of the country seed which nour7,950
of a splendid trip across and not a subcharge and lived on Mr. Jackson’s place much active work at this season of the ish in the southwestern part and have
Morrill
9,600
marine sighted during the voyage. He
he
has
of names
while
been
away.
Northport.
11,300
j
year. She is about to resume her activi- sent under my franks to lists
speaks enthusiastically of the beautiful
Palermo.
i gave them thousands of packages of
8,750
in
after
ties
Somerset
having
county,
scenery, says he is feeling line and is hav- :
At a special meeting of the First Parish
Prospect.
7,700
muskmelon, tomato and other truck usebeen through that section of the State, less for our
ing the time of his life.
There were
Searsmont.
8,850
people in Maine.
church held Monday after(Unitarian)
four other Belfast boys on his ship going
1 am chagrined that anyone who took
Searsport.
55,550
organizing club’, etc. Her schedule is as
noon it was voted to celebrate the cenacross whom he knew well, Levi Walker
a
Stockton.
16,750
follows: May 6th, North New Portland; the trouble to write me should get such
tennial anniversary of the church June
and Willard Sanborn of East Belfast and
Swanville.
I have used very reprehen4,600
mean result.
North Anson, evening,
May
7th,
daytime,
the
the
of
Henry Collins and Emery Merrithew
Thorndike.
Agri25th. The arrangements, including
sible language to the people
7,150
from the city.
Solon; May 8th, Skowhegart; May 9th, cultural Department, but their good seeds
Troy.
4,900
program, will be left with the regular
is to
do
I
can
All
12,150
elsewhere.
Unity.
have
afternoon, Athens, evening;
gone
ituci
iiuiu
i^mciy iu. nauparish committee consisting of Charles Harmony,
Waldo.
3,850
apologize for them and express the opinMay
11th,
evening;
ders, Battery E, 103rd Regt, now station- j
May
Hartland,
10th,
W.
Fred
Thomas
Pitcher,
yf. Frederick,
ion that this Government seed business
Winterport.
22,700
ed somewhere in France, says that they >
E. McDonald, Thomas Pittsfield.
is a nuisance and a detriment to everyara now at the front and have been
The county’s total allotment was $302,- T. Chase, Horace
firing
Vinal K. Kideout ol Poor s Mills, Bel- body concerned besides being an unnecesB. Dinsmore, Elmer A. Sherman, Charles
quite frequently into the German lines ■000 which was exceeded by
(151,300.
waste of money. In the future I
but that only a few shells had been sent
S. Bickford, Eugene L. Stevens and Jas. fast, has been reported in the casualty sary
shall earnestly favor its abolition.
their way in return, although they were The following towns subscribed over
H. Howes. It is expected that two of list as among the severely wounded. He
If you will publish this in your paper
Palermo, ProsHe says twice their allotment:
expecting them any minute.
divines in the enlisted in April 1917 in the Second it may meet the eye of some indignant
that they have had a few whilfs of Ger- pect, Searsport, Unity and Winterport, the most noted Unitarian
of
will be present and take part in Maine Infantry.' He has a sister, Mrs. citizen who has received a package
man gas but that he should not worry as
and are entitled to one extra star in their country
and perhaps turn his
he has three gas masks and that the boys
Private Ride- muskmelon seeds
John Boyd of Hampden.
Samuel
Dr.
the
president
Eliot,
program:
over three times
wrath from me. Yours truly,
live in dugouts like woodchucks. The flags. Morrill subscribed
of the American Unitarian Association out is about 22 years old and has lived in
John A. Peters.
company cook had risen early that morn- its allotment and is entitled to three
here
from
aboift
ten
and
Dr.
Wilin Boston
Belfast
years coming
ing and make hot biscuit for breakfast stars. Liberty subscribed over six times with headquarters
John A. Peters
Hon.
In
another
column,
liam .Sullivan, the former head of the Hampden to work for Charles Mitchell.
which he said reminded him of borne bb and
is entitled to six stars.
the United States
did the cake at supper the previous evenCatholic University of Washington, D. He has also been employed on the M. B. voices his wrath against
an
ing. He mentions forcefully the deterMrs. Ella B. Sprowl, who has been the C. and now pastor of the leading Unita- Smith farms and for George E. Pendleton Agricultural Department and makes
mination and fighting spirit of the boys
not
of her son, Wilmer J. Dorman, and rian church in New York city. He is of East Belfast. He is a ypung man of apology to his constituents. We do
guest
and says, “you just wait till we get them
blame our congressman for being mad
started then wont we make thoBe Ger- family the past winter, left recently for well known {as the author of the book excellent reputation where be has lived
his apology will be accepted.
and
run.’’
mans
in this vicinity.
called The.PriesL
Springfield, Maas.
Walter

Frederick Ritchie Grange Hall in Waldo,
May 2nd. The day was fine and the

Mitchell,

turned from

who has been book-

j

STR.0N6LST MAN intheWORLO

tion.
There is not the slightest suggestion of the usual nauseating sex interest
which forms an important part of many
film productions and every reel of the
seven part picture has a clean, wholeThe strong strain of
some (atmosphere.
delightful comedy which the film contains is particularly attractive to the
female sex while the virile manhood of
Maciste in his daring adventures in the ;
Alps will reach the hearts of the opposite ;
sex.
“The Warrior” will te shown Fri-

Harlie F. Godfrey of Portland
Belfast on business last Tuesday.

in the Four Minute campaign at the Colonial Theatre on Saturday evening,

on

«

11,11 screen

PERSONAL.

at Camp Devens, is at home on a
furlough to see his little daughter, who
arrived May 4th. He is now ill with a

of the day.
The afternoon program will include the
street parade at one p. m., the line formation being on Church street in front of
church as the

......
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The News of Belfast

men

j

WAKR.IOR."w!TH MAClSTC.THC

FOUR

of Thomas H.
At the regular meeting
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday, at
Marshall Post, G. A. R-, Tuesday after- 2.30 p. m. with Miss Eda
Woodbury, High
a Memorial
holding
not
of
vote
the
noon
street.
j
rescinded
was
and
this
year
Day program
Walter P. Tweedie of this city has
should be obit was decided that the day
as far as possi- closed his barber shop in the Masonic
order
the
regular
in
served
Temple for the present. He will take up
ble. The Post has selected Captain Orrin
there will be other work here.
J. Dickey to take charge,
All
The Woman’s Club will bold a meeting
a little change in the usual program.
stores in the city are requested to close next Monday at 7.30 p. m., at the home
all day instead of half a day as has been of Mrs. James S. Harriman. All members
the custom. The exercises will be held are urged to attend.
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THUS SPAKE UNCLE IRA.

ONLY MEDICINE
MADE FROM FRUIT

Hon. Ira G. Hersey of Houlton, Representative in Congress from the Fourth
Maine District, has a habit of vocalizing
his thoughts very forcefully and when
him he gives utterthe occasion
bites; During
ance to a sarcasm which
moves

Extraordinary Success which ;
AchluMd
"Fruit-a-tivas” Has
“Fruit-a-tives”

to speak of him as “Uncle
This was because of the kindliness
man which softened and adorned
i of the
While he
his earnest and militant spirit.
j always recognized and observed official
he based
on official occasions,

accustomed

why
extraordinarily successful in

One reasou

is

so

Ira.”

with

giving relief to those suffering
Constipation, Torpid IAver, IndigesA
/ion, Chronic Headaches, curatgia,

etiquette

Kidney and Bladder Troubles,
Rheumatism, Bain in the Back,
Eczema and other Skin Affections,
medicine in
is, because it is the only
the world made from fruit juices.
These “Fruit Liver Tablets” are
composed of the medicinal principles
oranges, figs and
found in
apples,

prunes, together with
tonics and antiseptics.

the

a
his long service as a representative and
the
senator in the Legislature of Maine
were
writer as well as scores of others

and trucks of the
worth
his estimate of men upon their
Govemm nt have been hauling mighty
streets of Washington
and not upon their title, upon what they loads through the
and delivering to the department buildbe.
to
claimed
what
they
were, not upon
offices of the war boards new
fear- ings and
Although vigorous, aggressive and
and improved roll-top desks; line, easy
less in debate, he assailed not the men but office chairs; great filing tanks, and office
of the most modern type that
the policies to which he was opposed appliances
have been ordered and delivered since the
On the second day of April last, he made war was declared a year ago, so that this
House of
a characteristic speech in the
one department has been highly efficient
Representatives in Washington, in favor and completed its mighty task.
“Will it be said that I have unduly critiof “a bill to authorize the Secretary of
cized the administration in this hour of the
local
transportLabor to provide housing,
Nation’s destiny? I have placed the facts
ation and other community facilities for before you, and these facts, in my opinion,
We make a few extracts the people should know and understand.
war needs.”
The people have been lulled into false
from his remarks as follows:
security by the exaggerated claims of the
“Mr. Speaker, lam earnestly in favorof Secretary of War that we were prepared.
the passage of this bill. It should have Germany has not been so deceived. They
been enacted into law and put into execu- have been aware all along of the incomintion 10 months ago, and the delay is but
petence in war preparedness and the
another chapter in this awful tragedy of excusable delays cue to this, fat, overthe unnrenared.
grown, lazy war machine and this great
“One year ago we declared war against battle now raging at the front has been
disat
the
once
at
and
placed
Germany
precipitated by the Germans with the
posal of the President “all the resources full knowledge that American arms would
of the country.” We immediately gave not be a factor in that contest, and that
him every assistance and conferred upon before we could properly prepare by the
him every power necessary for a vigor- completion of our war contracts they
ous prosecution of the war.
would win or iose the battle in France.
“Our declaration of war greatly cheered
the
over
friends
our
seas,
and heartened
The Weekly Bulletin from the ottice ot
and we gave them to understand that the
the
richest,
the
the
greatest,
Secretary of Agriculture of the UnitUnited States,
and most powerful Nation on the earth, ed States tells us that a plant for the
would immediately mobilize all her remanufacture of potato flour which sells
sources and at once send over the seas
lor $20 a barrel can be built and put in
men, munitions of war, money', ships,
Not long ago the
aeroplanes, submarine destroyers, and operation for $20,000.
everything that was needed to win the wisdom of our cabinet farmers advocated
In the meantime 1he administrawar.
clam farming, and the raising of musktion assured the country that no time
and in rats for food and fur. The Bulletin seriwould be lost in war

nerve
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WINTER'S COAL.

NEXT

states
Ihe National Coal Association
in
another and more serious shortage
a readUnless
occur.
to
is
likely
...v
railroads is
ment of traffic on eastern
seems to the association
a !e a shortage
The coal operators say-

seas to assist our
ously recommended these two industries
Allies.
The
as being worthy of consideration.
“On March 21st last commenced the
as absurd
is
not
flour
scheme
quite
potato
great German drive of 1913, which will
be known as the greatest battle in the as those concerning clams and muskrats,
history of mankind. Germany during the but we think that potato Hour .at 520 a
past year had been running her factories barrel will fail to find a ready sale.
and munition plants day and night, turning out great guns, the most modern imThe directors of the Lewiston, Augusta
plements of war, improved aeroplanes,
and deadly instruments with which to and Watervilie street railway have electslay her enemies. She had also been ed Alfred Sweeney of Portland as general
t raining a mighty army of additional milA manager is just what that
lions, and all these were thrown with manager.
railway has conspicuously needed for
terrific force against the allied armies.
“How many men we have in France is some time.
We know because we recenta
matter of conjecture. They are dely rode about 80 miles in its cars.
a
reand
borrowed
guns,
pending upon
cent investigation by the Senate committee disclosed the fact that we have no
After six weeks’ effort a jury has been
aeroplanes in France and, further, that
and the trial of the 113 indicted
obtained
of the 22,000 aeroplanes promised us
beearlv this summer we have only 1 and members of the I. W. W. is about to
will have only 37 by the 1st day of next gin.
At that rate of progress how long

getting

A'."'..* inevitable.

lack of
shortage of coal is due lo
The railroad operators

Asportation.

mined. The
,i,at less coal is being
do not know which to
coal
of
consumers
who has recently
believe, but any one
from Portland to
e a railroad journey
,-r
that there are miles
testify
can
Bangor
the sidings
miles of empty cars on
abetween those
in the yards in and
To the average man it
cities.
that a readjustment of
sa.

ciAj

er.ainlv seems
traffic is needed.

All through the past

men

over

the

it has been difficult to get freight
for the shipments of out
All through the winter
freight.
go.rg
incoming freight have
our
arrivals of
that neither July.
been delayed. It is evident,
this
“A further fact was
nor the consumers of
'ihe shippers
Senate that the shipping runs away bebenelitted
been
have
yet
State at least,
hind the United States schedule—that
under governby vie taking of railroads
Every loyal citizen will

promptly

mental control.
and war materials
agree that war supplies
have first attention.
must
kinds
all
of
is a
'Next in importance, to New England,
well and it is
supply of coal It sounds
woodalb,, wise to chant the refrain“Use
the
cord," but those in charge of
cut
fuf-i prouiem

auu

uiuac

»v..w.,v.
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Where Beauty Is|
More Than
Skin Deep

m

Black

|

Tread

Red

a

£

SidesM

WEwouldn’t

sweet corn grow| patriotic act. Second,
Records
j ing is a good business enterprise.
i show that it has been profitable in the
past. Last year cut corn was four cents
per pound and William Russell of Gray
made a profit of $43.17 on one-quarter of
1 an acre. This year corn is five cents per
j pound. An exceptional opportunity for a
big profit—and remember that the quar-

j

I ter of

an

acre

of corn

produces

a

admit that the Black
Tread and Red Sides combination in
Diamond Tires makes the handsomest

'

tire

i

read about

You

Take

To complete the project, each
member must do these three things:

Keep

Write

account.
story of the season’s work.
(3)
Exhibit at the contest.
It’s a big job ahead to uphold and better the previous records of club work in
a

on

your

speedometer

“tip'’! Try

our

Diamond!

one

It'll

Diamond Tubes don’t deteriorate
while you carry them as “extras."
They hold their life for years.

! and Girls’ Clubs, Orono, Maine, or your
County Agent for further information.

j

a

Pastures.

The rising cost of grain feed lias emphasized the need of.better pastures for
cattle. Improvement of pastures is the

A. H. PATTERSON

i most ready and economical means of inj creasing animal products without actual-

Maine

Belfast,

j ly increasing the grain feed. It is also a
! means toward saving labor, for a good
! pasture is a veritable self-feeder,
i Heretofore
! paid to the

it

around”.

Maine and produce food to help win the
war.
Write the State Leader of Boys’

the

I

cost you less than the average tire, and
before long, you’ll want Diamonds “all

an

Improve

ever saw.

after thousands of miles.

ject.

(1)

he

their husky strength and long mileage,

lot of

Maine Canners’ Association has
to sweet
j again offered $2525 for prizes
! corn club members who complete the pro-

!

equipment

But we’re here to tell you that you can’t
see the real beauty about Diamonds,—

| food.
The

(2)

motorist who

saw a

never

little attention has been
matter of pastures in this :

country. A seemingly inexhaustible area
of pasture did not encourage conservation
We must look to
and improvement.
England for guidance in pasture improvement. That country faced the condition
of high priced grain years ago, and has
worked on methods of improving pasas a means of feed
saving. One
experiment, reported by Director Russell
of the Rothamstecf<England> Experiment
Station, shows how milk production may

tures

he

increased

without the

use

of

more

pasture was top-dressed
with 550 pounds of fertilizer, and the
milk production per acre per year was increased 92.5 gallons at a cost of $2.50 per
or 2.K cents per gallon.
acre per year,
Grain could never produce results like
take to suppress the plottings of
will
it
disclosed in the
especially when we consider that
enemies this,
and

ter

v.

cars

vans

preparation

jV

r-

Europe the great

|

■

n

the Hog Island plant was 60,000 tons'beBoys’ and Girls’ Sweet Com
hind its March schedule.
Clubs.
"This great battle in France discloses
the further fact that the aeroplane was
we
necessary to win the war and that
The food production quota for the.boys
must outnumber the Germans in aeroare toand girls in the sweet corn counties is
planes before we can win; and we
day informed by members of the House large this year, and they are urged to fall
we
representing the administration that for
in line in larger numbers than ever bewill soon begin to build aeroplanes,
club
the fore. When this season closes the
a survey of
have
completed
they
in the United workers are expecting the largest amount
now
Browing
timber
spruce
States, which will soon be cut, kiln dried of corn reported that the boys and girls
and manufactured into planes.
of Maine have ever raised.
“I wish to say in justice to the war
Here are two big reasons why the boys
board that there is onedepartment in this
great war machine that has been efficient, and girls, who can, should grow sweet
and that is the one having in charge the corn.
First, our government is urging an
ordering of office equipment and furniture increased
production of canned goods, so
for the new departments and bureaus.
corn is a really big
While this great battle has been raging in j the raising of sweet

that band of incendiaries
of the United States?

open

grain.

A poor

the increase
labor at all.

was

obtained with almost

no

GERMAN GUNNERS TRYING TO LOCATE A CANADIAN BATTERY

—

riot forget that.
l(. -'-adjust traffic must
and must
j\,-w England is on the map
coal for the coming winter. Coal
Pace

bennined and coal must be transSufficient wood to save thoucansands ot our families from freezing
our workof
Thousands
obtained.
not ue
n:\-i

port'd.

■

During the Civil War it cost
and ten rents per half ounce

thrown out of work

ing people will be
are
-next winter, if our manufactories
is
Garfield
Mr.
coal
of
want
closed for
that
the Fuel Administrator. It is hoped
before
the man is as big as is the task
him, but if the President's official eyes
should chance to rest upon a man abler
and better litted to perform that task,
that
a

man

letter from the Missouri

should be shown the beckon of

Mr. McAdoo is directorWhite House.
Por several
of the railroads.
weeks lie has paid no attention whatever
has
to traffic readjustment because he

told in the

wi,h
second line of tremhes.
Here Heinie is trving to get the range of a battery located near the
the shelling.
are three Canadians Interested in
In
the
foreground
middle
the
in
he
seen
ground.
entanglements, may

ujlli,h;

Sick Women
To do your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.

a

buying Liberty Bonds,

an

as director-ge.ier;
we want to say to him
him t
of the railroads that we expect
winter
“come across” with our next

II

!

s

•coal._
d
Some weeks ago The Journal askt
Ri P
how much longer some of our official
Vi e
Van Winkles were going to slumber.
wanted Mr. Burleson to wake up, becaui e
d
his dreams of postal affairs had merge

nightmare. We wanted Mr. Bak ;r
of rasca 1to open his eyes, because a ring
was stealing nearly a m 1contractors
ly
i
lion dollars of airplane appropriatioi s,
he was so
from under his pillow and
reali ze
soundly sleeping that he did not
bro
what was going on till Congress
h
down the door, rushed in and shook
was rati
He
chattered.
teeth
his
fill

into

=

ed these

impressive words:

“Genei

was next heard
press on.” Mr. Baker
indicatk
in Washington and there are
towards so
that he is now pressing on

degree of usefulness.

W heal

Probate

Saving*.

Nonces

“Before the

new

wheat crop is avail-

W ALDO SS.

In Court of Frol

Hellam, I’a.—“I took Lydia-E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for female troubles and a disweak.
placement. 1 felt all rundown and w as very
I had been treated by a physician without results,
so decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
1 am keeping house
a trial, and felt better right away.
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
j was unable to do any work. Lydia E. Pinkham s \egetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in this condition. I give you permission to publish
Pa.
this letter.”—Mrs. E. R. Crumling, R. No. 1, Hellam,

me

E

I

nJ
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Why

Not

Try

sugar

Administration

on

see

is

maniug

their complete

that the country is

supply of

the basis of three

household

pounds

LYDIAE.PINKHAMSV I
E; I VEGETABLE COMPOUND I
^

Mi-o-na Puts the Stomach in Fine
Five Minutes

enough for use during the approaching
canning season is not regarded as hoardipg. It is also the intention of the Food
Administration to supplement the three
pound per month allotment during the
canning season with an additional amount
that will be ample for the necessary canning operations. The full utilization of
all methods which will save sugar is,
however, strongly advised.

Shape

FOR FLETCHER’S

1

three weeks

:

be

!

Republican Journal, a newspaper }
Belfast, that they may appear u
Court, to be held at Belfast, wit
said County, on the second Tuesda
next, at ten of the clock befor*
show cause, if any they nave, wh>
should not be proved, approved si

in

If your stomach is continually kicking
feel bloated and
a disturbance; you
distressed; if you belch gas and sour food
into the mouth, then you need Mi-o-na
Stomach Tablets.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets give instant
relief, of course, but they do more; they
drive out the poisonous gases that cause
fermentation of food and thoroughly clean,
renovate and strengthen the stomach so
that it can readily digest food without
artificial aid.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guaranteed to end indigestion, acute or chronic,
This means that nervor money back.
will
ousness, dizziness and biliousness
disappear. Druggists everywhere nd A.
A. Howes & Co. sell Mi-o-na.
up

Children Cry

CASTORIA

Ordered, that notice be given to
interested by causing a copy of t

part.”

Sour Stomach

of

sugar for each person per month. Do not
consume more.
Saving from this supply

I

IYDIA E.P1NKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

rood

every endeavor to
provided with a

(ar way.”—Mrs. Elise Heim,R.No.6, Box83,Lowell,Mich.

I

<

___

Lowell, Mich.—“I suffered from cramps and dragging
and
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness
s
displacement. I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
E. Pinkham’s
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia
remedies to ill suffering women who are troubled in a simi-

a

whe;
dazed until he went to'France
observation,
of
a
month
about
after
Wh
found out what was going on there.
he utt
he bade Gen. Pershing good bye

Urges

PRACTICE.

able, there remains ttiree months in which Belfast, on the 9th day of April,
M. Chase, executrix of the will
to feed our own people
we are required
Chase, late of Brooks, in said Cou
of Hour to our ed, having presented her second a
the
continue
exports
and
of
the
Three
estimated.
cannot be over
i n of said
and the valiant lighting Allies-— count of administrat
important factors in this war are: Food, 1 soldiers
lowance.
France and Italy,’’ says
Great
Britain,
The
war
garand
Labor
Transportation.
Ordered, that notice thereof he w
Food Administrator Leon S. Merrill.
weeks successively, in The Re^ubd
den helps solve all three.
Belt
the
care
for
h
will
!
wheat
newspaper published in
“One bushel of
Dr. Alonzo Taylor of the Food Adminthat all persons interest^:
of one man from now until County,
needs
bread
knowlat
he
held
from
accurate
to
at a Probate Court,
istration, speaking
the 14th day of May next, ami
This is no time to think of a
1st.
edge, declares, “It is no exaggeration to July
if any they have, why the said m
: bushel of wheat in dollars and cents, but
not be aliowed.
say that the war gardens in Europe have
Mr.
to human life.
relation
ELLERY BOWD1
its
in
only
for
instance,
in the case of Germany,
Attest:
A true copy.
has asked that we ask every
( has E. Johnson
pulled her through two summers and that Hoover
person in
she would probably not have been able to well-to-do, every independent
1
States to abstain from the use At a Probate Court held at Belfast
pull through if it had not been for her the United
for the County of Waldo, in
in any form until the next
In the largest cities of of wheat Hour
war gardens.
the 13th day of April, A. 1), 191b
The arrival of the next harvest
cent of harvest.
30
or
as
much
as
25
per
Germany,
A certain instrument, purporting
difficulties. If the Lord is
the food consumption of those people will solve our
last will ana testament of Ephrai:
i good to us in ttie weather, our problems late of Freedom, in said Count>
during those months was fresh vegebeen presente !
will be over by the first ot September. deceased, having
tables, largely relieving the cereal situawith petition praying that said wi;
of sacrifice; and 1 and that
is
a long period
That
letters
testamentary iseu*
tion.”
believe that tile people of W. Bragdon, he being the exec
confidently
for
Canning.
Sugar
therein.
| Maine will respond splendidly and do

ATTENTION!

little bet
II
can half fill it.
Mr.
McAdoo
than
ter
this dua i
however, he is to continue in
to hir I
official capacity, we want to say
ove
has
“gone
Maine
that
as Treasurer,
the top” in

Mail by pony express was looked upon
luxury and-only that requiring quick
service was suit, yet it was not unusual
for $2i to be paid on a single bulky letter,
and the charge on official papers sumeas a

The
Preach and practice war gardens.
war gardens in providing food,
saving labor and relieving the railroads

the head of the Treasure
man ii

least

carried

effect of

department. There must be some
officTthis great country who can fill the
at

Carefully

was

1

The pony express was in
Its hardships strained hot:
horses to the limit, day and
shine or rain, through floods
mud, dust, boiling heat or f;
11.
the rider must speed on
excitement of Indians to b» n
ed was in he game.
As the railroad pushed wt
tance graduaPy shortened
finally driven out by the ted
crept being continued in a sin.
the ends of the railroad, unit
ing of the rails at Promoi. =
Utah, in May, 1869.
The California people we
upon this pony express for n<
Civil war which broke out ahof its establishment, and t!
war news was awaited and
anxiously at that time

eleven

ounce

Tuesday, April 3, lKfiO, the tirst pony
started from Sacramento, Cal.,
and St. Joseph, Mo.,-the time consumed
AND

continent

the

Protected
in two leather
pouches impervious to rain sealed and
strapped before mi behind, in the rider s
saddle. They never cunt anted over twenty
inside the pouches, to
pounds in weight
further protect ihcr cuntents from tile
weather, the iettcis were wrapped in oil
skin and sealed.
Tlie pockets were locked and not opened between Sacramento and Si Joseph.
The rate upon tins mail was made one
dollar tier half ounce to which was added
government stamps of ten cents per half
Mail

The mail

Mercury-Herald:

PREACH

across

I

railroads
Treasury, or the business of the
But if he atin an efficient manner.
of both,
tempts to conduct the business
h e alfairs of one or the other, and perwith the
haps of both, will not be pushed
vigor and constant pressure which piesWe believe i>
e,-,t conditions demand.

railroad-director,

portation
days:

a

San

express

an able director-general
But every man has his
-of the railroad.
limitations and we believe Mr. McAdoo
of the U. S.
.-an manage the business

of

to

the carriage of two ounces of mail from
Joseph, Mo., to San Francisco, Cal.
The story of the pony express is thus

do he would be

as

to carry

river

St.

bee-, touring the country in an energetic
effort to sell Liberty Bonds. Mr. McAdoo
We
:s an able Secretary of the Treasury.
have no doubt that if he had nothing else

McAJoo

dollar

& Company 1-2 ounce stamps of one dollar each. This envelope shows that four
dollars and forty cents had been paid for

general

_Vir

one

Through
Francisco, by pony express.
the courtesy of the San Jose MercuryHerald, Cal., and Mr. F. W. Angier we
are able to print above, a cut of an old
envelope bearing four United States ten
cent postage stamps and four Wells Fargo

welcoming hand from the door of the

to

being ten days to St. Joseph, nd nine Junes reached *$00.
days and twenty-three hours to SacraDangers of the Pony
mento, reducing the 11m■ i. mail trans-

MAIL BY PONY EXPRESS

j

published

and

success^

petition granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. F;. Johnson

!

|_

furniture
and all classes ol second hand
second hand prices, including N
1
tables, chairs, carpenter tools, ga*d.
bureaus, couches, dishes, scales, si*
! everything you want. Apply to
DICKEY & KNOW I I *,s
Belfast. v"
2wl8

Against Worms

Guard Children

“A Great Net of Mercy drawn throutfh
6
an

Ocean of Unspeakable Pain

Signs of worms are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive br ath, hard and full
belly with occasional grippings and pains about the
1
navel, pale face of leaden
K
mi Marita. UK tint, eyes heavy and dull,
i twitching evelids, itching of the nose,
itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
little red points
grinding of the teeth,
i sticking out on tongue, starting during
i sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the family Laxative
and Worm Expeller, will surely and quicki ly expel worms, correct upset stomach
and constipation. Adults are also benelited, and write us letters like this: “Dr.
True’s Elixir has done me a world of
1
good. John Glass, Houston, Texas.” At
all dealers, 40c.,
OR. i. F. TRUE & Co51 00.
and
60c
Auburn, ft Mine.
W rite us.

eAmericanRed Cross

..

.-

ihc Wrecks of Humanity—To Fill the Hands Held Out to Us

■

]

Those who recall Civil War days when
the Sixth Massachusetts. Regiment fought
its way through Baltimore must have
been thrilled when the news came that
New England division had taken our
a
flag into the great Battle of Picardy,
Separated by nearly sixty years of time
| and three thousand miles of sea, distinct
in practically all details of scene and
; action, it is still the same crusade for
! freedom as that to which the men of the
Sixth ga\e their best. It certainly is a
different sort of New Englander. Cotton
Mather would shudder to see these polvgot inheritors of the spiritual commonwealth he sought to fond:
Portuguese
fishermen from down on the Cape, Slovak garment workers from South Bos-

j

Mail addressed to members of the
American expeditionary force in France
should have the word “American” written or spelled in full so that in the address the designation will read “American E. F.,” according to a request made
by the post office authorities. The new
order is deemed necessary in order to
distinguish American mail from that addressed to the expeditionary forces of
other countries.

Canteens.

Ey KATHLEEN NORRIS
j

'hie—1 in writing this very,
and on the thinnest of patightly folded it may slip
the olive drab pockets of;
iform without encroaching
>; part of an inch upon all
igs that you must have
passports and identitica- j
iii'1 photograph, the knife!
ml writing pad, the lists
and names and ciphers,
book and the thin manual
m .11
studying so hard and
He Bible, for this letter is

|

J usi as you planned 1 planned,
1 said to myself: "When the time
comes for us to part I shall make him
a
Dear one, this is my
promise."
promise, and I make it for the term
of your own—"for the duration of the
stay.
and

Through the establishment of the
of communication canteens in
France the American Red Cross is setting records in serving hot coffee, coOne
coa and sandwiches to the troops.
of these refreshment units made anline

present war.”
I promise you that while you are other new record recently, serving
away, whether It is months or years, more than 50,000 meals in one week.
nothing except what I can give you At another a cup of coffee was served
and give all the others shall fill ray
every ten seconds for a period of two
I promise you that I shall de- consecutive hours.
life.
10
the
in
here
safety,
vote myself,
in a single week these lines of comwork of making what you do easier munication canteens often serve 80,000
I
and stronger and safer for you.
our equipment, too, or at
American and French soldiers.
to think that it is.
promise you that I shall give-and
Soldiers in Bex Care.
to tell you in it just one
give and give—for the Cause! Not
Ik) our soldiers and their allies real
tie tilings we've been try-' the money I can spare, not the time
v in these last days.
You’ve 1 have left when everything else is ly want this form of Red Cross servurself. haven't you. that j done, but all the money, all the time, ice? A letter from a young American
aviator, a 1917 graduate of Princeton
possibilities (bat I, thank all the energy I have!
It
probably typical.
of.
t
think
seemed
to
Your whole life has been altered, University, is
\.-lied gratefully, haven’t has been set to sterner and graver might he added that this man has since
You will been reported killed after bringing
ouid >a>
goodby with music. So shall mine be.
“A 50 mile
d
>aik
about what we know self denial, privation and fatigue down a German Tnube.
■lion the war is over.
My while the war lasts. So shall 1 know train ride over here, he said, ‘instead
Kven If black new* comes, even of taking a few hours may take days
nothing nothing—that them
When we etop at a Red Cross '-anteeii
\ou that I ba'en't fore
If the blackest come*. I shall remem
detail since May since her that against your brave heart this you can bet that a cup of coffee tastes
I know promise is resting, and I "ball go on. like a million dollars."
lining of r all
It is not always possible for a regi
our men are not going to
And while there Is one man among our
write ttotw million and among the millions of oar in«*nt to provide sufficient fond and hot
as I
I know
toe
ou
that your tin
allies who needs clothing and nursing coffee on these long journeys, where
le for tins little piece anil comforts anti solace for your sake the men must uflen he packed stand
ing into unhealed box (Mrs ordinarily
•M»i»»e
dreadful hour a 1 shall not full hint.
for carrying hornet.
So imagine
months or six months
Perhaps in Cod* goodness ibis note
.•»’
to lead
it o'er on«*e will come safely back to me in the for yourself Ihe wnriuth. the cheer, the
last time
just to feel olive drab pocket, and W’e will smile comfort that piping hot coffee and
But. remember, until gta>d sandwiches bring to our boys aft»
out there in a •‘hell over It together
You
field some! fdng that 1 that hour comes I sbsll lie always husy er a nigh! on such a journey!
bet that It stiffens a man's
for goodbye.
tilling my own small place in the great can Just
Your Red Cross is handing
of all this for almost machine of mercy and as truly tinder courage.
e
Jrim’ve been getting the colors over here as you are over out this renewed courage by the piping
liot cupful.
f .• »•• «•! getting ready to there. Cod bless you!
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THE RED CROSS
IS HELPING
IN
STATES
UNITED
ENGLAND
FRANCE
ITALY
SERBIA
ARMENIA
RUMANIA
RUSSIA

Starved I,
PERUNA
Made Me Well

J

FOR MERCHANT MARINE

Ships will win the war Help man

EXEMPTION them-d patriotic duty Sea service
carries

exemption from draft

Americans Wanted
US. Shipping Board Training Ships
i

on

for Instruction as
Sailors. Firemen, Coal Passers. Cooks and Messmen

Citizens Only Experience Not Necessary
Training Pay *30. a Month
Afas 21 to 30
Good Food
Comfortable Quarters

Course at Least One Month. Followed l»y Job at
Goin£ Wa£es in World's Best'Rsid Merchant Service
to Maine Hills, druggist, Pos office Square,
Belfast, Official F nroiling Agent,
U. S. Shipping Board.

DON’T Slow

Up

Advertising NOW!
Never has there been a time when the public
has looked more keenly for MERCHANDISING
NEWS than now
Never has there been a time more auspicious
for the enterprising tradesman to secure HIS
FULL SHARE OF i'RADE than now.

k^
L

O A S T O R I A

SEA TRAINING

_

!

FOR FLETCHER’S

Mrs. Selena Tanner, Athens, Ohio,
writes: “I cannot find words, to express my thanks for your kind advice. I never once thought I had catarrh of the stomach. I commenced
taking Peruna, as you directed. My
stomach continued to hurt., me for
about two weeks after I began the
medicine, and then it stopped. I now
have a good appetite, while before
I was nearly starved.’’
Those who object to liquid medicines can procure Peruna. Tablets.

He Got His Cup and Then
Went on—to Death.

f

Children Cry

Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Nearly I

WHEN A CUP OF
COFFEE TASTES LIKE
A MILLION DOLLARS

/

People must continue

to eat, to wear and to

useThe tendency is to cut out luxuries, and luxuries are
a relatively small proportion of your business
For
every luxury cut out you have a chance to increase your
movement of staples.

(

only

!

/

>NSI MERS TO PURCHASE
more rye flour.

«r

Because of a masupply of rye flour in this
present time, Federal Food

'pril 29.

llj

'J

1,

us

If",'

urges consumers to in!eir
Purchases and consumption
ti.
"i

Cn'°dity.
perted

situation has arisen in
State 1,1
r,)nnection with a supply of
H, |
I,4. 1 an<i rye Hour,” says Federal
Son '"strator Merrill, “and a com»>
reports from wholesalers
'here is a very material sur-

tL®‘

plus of rye over the amount which would
normally be distributed to the trade.
This situation is due very largely to the
fact that many of the orders of rye made
by wholesalers were not delivered without serious delay in transportation. This
situation must be relieved immediately
or serious losses of a valuable food product will be experienced.
“The people of this State are urged to
use rye flour in the home in making bread
and ‘quick breads’ and are urged to buy
rye bread from the bakers.
“Retailers and consumers should be
reminded of the fact that rye may be purc hased without substitutes and with the

existing conditions consumers may exercise a patriotic duty by purchasing rye
and using it in every w ay possible. In
their consumption it should be remembered that rye products are not as durable as wheat flour and consumers should
purchase supplies in small quantities.
Retailers who of necessity will have
larger stocks on hand should be especially careful to see that the rye is stored in
a dry, cool place and it should be remembered that patent rye flour is more durable than meal.
Subscribe for The Republican?Journal
t oday.

"Give It to me.
Please. Granddaddy.**
Bobby, if
you wait a bit for
it you*ll have it
to enjoy longer!**

"Why

"Poo-poo! That*s
no argument with

WRIGLEYS
*cause

tbS

flavor

lasts, anyway!**

I

—After every meat

THE AIRCRAFT MUDDLE

|

Special Notin'

■

Notice of Foreclosure

Francis Call of Troy, in the
Waldo and State of Maine, by
bis mortgage deed dated December 8, 1892,
Waldo
in
recorded
Registry of Deeds, Book
L85. Page 138, conveyed to Isaac C Libby certain pieces or parcels of land situated in said
Troy, described as follows, to wit: 1st parcel
described in a deed Jeremiah Conner to I, C,
Libby, dated Aug. 6, 1872, and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds in Book 159, Page
181; 2nd parcel, same deeded by Burnham Call
to 1. C, Libby by his deed dated June 8, 1881,
and recorded in Waldo County Book 196, Page
154; 3rd parcel deeded by A. C, Myrick to I. C.
Libby, deed dated Aug. 15, 1872, and recorded
in Waldo County Book 169, Page 182; 4th parcel deeded to I. C. Libby by William Bither,
deed dated Aug, 6, 1872, andreccrded in Waldo
County Registry in Book 159, Page 179; 5th
parcel deeded to I, C. Libby by Rufus B. Bither
by deed dated 'Aug. 6, 1872, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry in Book 159, Page 180.
Said deeds land records sre made a part and
parcel of this deed so far as description as
said premises are concerned, which mortgage
and the notes, debt and claim thereby secured

WHEREAS,
County of

assigned to Georgia A. Conner of said
Troy, the undersigned, by deed of assignment
was

Be prosperous and let the people
prosperous.

know that you are

Success was NEVER achieved by stopping advertising,
or by wearing old clothes and talking pessimism.

Be Wise—and Advertise in

The Journal

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BUYUNUTON OPTICAL CO
South Main Street. Winteruort, Mhhp=

44

OFFICE

DAYS,

MONDAYS AND

TUESDAYS

M? GALES
MAGAZINE

For

Fashion
Authority
Nearly 50

Ufflfe

1

Peers/jj

the 1,300.000 women who turn
McCALL’S every month for correct f'/h
ions, for patterns, for economical h« :.:r
for fancy needlework, for pood stonepleasure, for help, for style.
McCALL Patterns fit.

Join

1

|

|

the last thirteen years; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and now is
broken,now, theref ore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof 1 claim foreclosure of

said mortgage.
Dated at Pittsfield, Maine, this sixteenth
day of April, 1918
GEORGIA A. CONNOR.
By her Attorneys,
MANSON & COOLIDGE.
3wl7

Don’t matter if broken. We pay up to $12.00,
according to value. Also cash for Old Gold,
Jewelry, Silver, dental crowns or bridgework.
We send caah by return mail and will hold
gooda 10 days for sender's approval of our
price. Send by Parcel Poet or write first for
12wl5
particulars.

did before—do it

BOYINGTON^

E. H.

dated December 19, 1917, recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 324, Pag3 103, and
1 having been continously in possession of said
premises under said Libbys, the assignors of
said mortgage by virture of said mortgage, for

Advertise to increase sales and make more money; don’t
cut it out to save money.
as you never

Each week

;

CasI for OIH False Teelb

Study your advertising
wisely and well.

j

While the fate of the world is hanging
in the balance there is little disposition to
do much investigating or critizing of this
government, but the publicly made charges
of Gutzon Borglum, appointed by Presi3
Urom now until July 1st 1 shad
dent Wilson to personally investigate the
causes of failure in aircraft production i
have a CAR LOAD of fresh, sour,
cannot be passed over without some com:
§
young HORSES and they will he
ment. Mr. Borglum states in substance
on sale at my stables.
''corralled”and
were
placed
that contracts
in the hands of profiteered; that all
EACH and EVERY HORSEwi
practical aeroplane manufacturers were
be truthfully described and will be
ignored when they offered advice; that
found to be EXACTLY as reprthe contracts were given to men who
were not prepared in any way to carry
sented.
them out in a manner which the investiI buy tor LASH, own my own
gator declares was “unfair, unjustified
and in the nation’s emergency, criminal.”
stables, raise my own hay. work ail
j
He further asserts that Gen. Squiers,
the time, thus keeping my overhead of the Signal service, was betrayed
head expense tow and my customby his subordinates and that he was im- [
posed upon by a ring of profiteers. The
ers get the benefit of it.
result was the waste of approximate^' a
billion dollars of the nation’s money and
Come in and see my horses bewith very little to show for it.
disAmerica
fore
this
buying and I will save you
AH of
explains why
appointed her Allies in not sending across
MONEY AS I WILL :;OT L i
the lighting aeroplanes they had counted
UNDERSOLD.
of this
upon having in the early part
some other
year and it may account for
W. L. WEST.
things which the United States has not
It does
done which she expected to do.
not seem possible that charges of this
kind, made by a man especially designated
by President Wilson for the purpose, can
be passed over without being fully inquired into. Eventually all of the facts
must come out and when they do someone will be held to strict accountability
1 pay the highest prices possible for old
for allowing such a condition of alfjirs to
iron, metals, rubbers and rags and quote
continue.—Portland Press.
the following prices: Old rags, 2 cetus a
All the facts may come out, but what
short bags 10
p und; iron, S10 a ton;
reason have we for believing that any- cents; rubbers, 7 cents a pound. Drop me
1 will call at
body will be held to acc ount or that any- a postal or telephone and
pay the freight charges
once.
Special—1
be
will
punished?
body
for every 100 bags shipped to ine,
SAM FREEDMA
3ml6
16 Cross St., Belfast
Tel. 107-11

How short-sighted is the policy of reducing advertising
to “save money." You will only lose trade. You
will only lose prestige.
expense

t*'

appetite.

digestion.

Mail to Soldiers in France.

The Red Cross has added a new and
picturesque branch to its many activities
in Italy by sending two “rolling canteens”
to the front.
The object of these canteens, which
are really kitchens on wheels, is to furnish hot food to soldiers in first line
trenches.

Contributed by George Wright.

Helps
teeth.
breath.

pci ccm »u |
/\ccoruiug iu ivji. rauy,
the small fire flashes that might terminate
in large and costly conflagrations, are ex- i
tinguished before the company department arrives.
These flashes are put out j
by employees by the aid of chemicals.
75 per cent of these small fires are without loss caused by water. In other words,
only 25 per cent of them reach the heat i
demanded to open the automatic sprinkler
lfeads
These heads contract and open at
Another damage pre155 degrees heat.
vention, according to Mr. Parry, is the
Rubber
use of soapstone instead of sand.
cement is used in large quantities in many
and
while
sections of the plant
soapstone
serves the same purpose as sand, it has no
cerubber
and
on
robber
effects
injurious
ment.
The lire lighting apparatus of the Goodrich consists of one hose cart, 135 chemical tubes, 28,600 feet fire hose, 2,000 fire
pails, 543 fire extinguishers ranging in
size from three to twenty gallon capacities, two fire foam extinguishers, which
are used
only on oil fires, and f7,938
sprinkler heads.

tobacco lields, Finnish chair makers from
Gardner, French-Canadian loggers from
the heart of the Maine woods, and Italian
artisans from the hat mills of Danbury,
all lined up with old-time Yankee boys
from the Vermont sugar bush and the
lobster pots of Nantucket. They are
fighting for the brick-lined factory streets
of Fall River and Manchester as well as
for the little white villages that nestle
among New Hampshire’s elms and the
great Slate House that holds its sway on
Beacon Hill.
But behind them all are
three hundred years of history, whether
they know it or not; and in them all is
the courage that flamed up after the
Deerfield massacre and avenged the horrors of King Philip’s War.
They will
hold their lines as the farmers did on
Bunker Hill or go forward under orders
with the same bravery and steadfastness
as
inspired those historic charges at
Fredericksburg and Cold Harbor. Men
change, but their land remains and
moulds their souls in its own image.
Generations may come and go, and the
races of the worlc may mingle there, but
New England is New England, as of old.
—Collier’s Weekly.

MOTHER’S PROMISE
TO HER SON

Twelve years, with not a single fire
loss to exceed one hundred dollars, is the
record of* the B. F. Goodrich Rubber |
Company, Akron, Ohio. Although this i
corporation carries millions of dollars of
fire insurance, no claims have been asked ;
in this period. This record is remarkable
when one considers that the company’s
property includes over sixty factory buildings with a total floor space of over 100
acres, and employs over 19,000 people.
According to R. W. Parry, Fire Chief of
the Goodrich Company, this record is the
result of “constant watchfulness.’’
Twelve fire lighters guard the immense
properties of the company. These men
have modern quarters located in the heart
of the plant and can reach the farthest
point among the factory buildings, a distance of nearly 1500 feet, in a fraction
over two minutes.
These excellently !
drilled men are everlastingly on the look- ;
out for fire hazards.
They make daily
inspection tours of the plant and on these
see
that
aisles
and
trips
doorways are not
blocked. They also inspect the lire apparatus daily.
The Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
one of the strictest fire insurance organizations in the world, reports that it is
the cleanest and best protected factory in
the State of Ohio.
Chief Parry and his organization have
the co-operat ion of every employee of the
institution. Drills are conducted in the
different departments of the plant—for
instance, 225 girl employees of one building, scattered on five floors, have repeat- j
edly left the building in the short space
of one minute and twenty seconds during
fire drills.

j

NEW' ENGLAND AT THE FRONT.

Rolling

Company.

_

children.

”

TT~~—T-----3-sea

Goodrich Rubber

worms are
Pinworms and stomach
dread d diseases of
some of the most

Domestic

Supply Co., Dept. 32,

Binghamton,

FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FCR
SAMPLE COPY of McCall'S or fvvoo 1
MONEY Offer to Women: orList of Glr’i S |fiv a
Without cost; or BICYCLE <*fler to 1-oya aM
,our CBUKUU.

IHEIcCAU CO..

..,.—

The Republican journal

Magazine

N. V.

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at Law.
MAINE

lor

and the

McCa

One Year for $2.25.

FOR RENT
Four connecting rooms, newly renovatto adults only. Apply at

ed,

_

BROOKS,

Li

or

CATAl^tjT’E.
$ii»o.0Q Brize Offer to
A(Mn„
236-230 ffn137* Sme. KewY«V N Y.

Girls: or latest PATTERN
C ash Offer to AGENTS; or

18tf

27 FEARL STREET,
Near Congress Street,

LIBERTY.

the churches.

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd spent Monin Belfast

WATER POWERS
IN MAINE

serTrinity Reformed church will hold
vices next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., followed
by Sunday school.

Unitarian church Sunday morning at
A.
10.45, preaching by the minister, Rev.
to
Grandmother
“From
onE. Wilson,
Grandson,” a sermon for Mother’s Day.
All cordially welcome.

day and Friday of last week

matters of business.
Mre. Fred Melay went to Burkettville
Saturday where she had a display of the
latestatylea in millinery. She will be at
her rooms'here Monday a. m.

on

Mr. L. D. Jones and son

Wal-

First Congregational Church, Rev.
ter T. Hawthorne, minister, 26 High St.,
telephone 143-4. Morning service 10.45
o’clock. Church school at noon. Musi-

*'

There
attempt

cal director, Mr E. S. Pitcher. Organist,
Hon.
Miss Stoddard. Church treasurer,
C. O. Poor. This church is supported by
the

president,

Mrs. C. M.

Ladies’ Circle, president, Mrs.
North Church Guild,
Clara Morison.
Minnetoska
Poor.
Fred
Mrs.
president,
M.
Club for girls in charge of Mrs. C.
unto
Craig. “1 was glad when they said

Craig

me, let

us

go into the house of the

birthright.

•I
A leading advocate of
State ownership for water
powers in an address in
Portland, as reported in
the papers, declared that:

Sermon, “The Fin-

This, Thursday, evening
Life.”
subject, “The Unpopumeeting,
prayer
at East
larity of Christ.” Preaching
at 2.30. The
Northport Sunday afternoon
ished

Swett’s on Wednesday evening. People’s
for the
church, a church of the people,
Strangers
the people.
and
by
people
welcome.

J. Wilbor
First Baptist Church, Rev.
No. 1
Richardson, minister; residence
This
212-3.
telephone
Northport ave.,
to
church extends a cordial welcome
to worship
those without 'a church home
both
them. The sittings are free
with

Sunday morning

morning and evening.

preaching

services

at 10.45.

concerted

Minister

s

service
topic: The usual “Mother’s Day”
sermon—
will be held, with an appropriate
At 12 00 m„
“Honor for Mother.”
for
Bible school in thej vestry. Classes
visitors.
all ages. A cordial welcomejcr
in the
At 6.30, Young People’s meeting
All young people cordially investry.
Sunday
vited to a splendid service.
Minisevening preaching service at 7.30,
investment.”
ter's topic: “A first, class
This,
follows.
A joyous ceremonv
service
Thursday, evening at 7.30, prayer

Miss Phyllis Owen, who has been visiting her sister the past week, returned
home Sunday. She was accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Marlton Knowlton and
their
little daughter, Marian Turner
Knowlton.
In addition to those

beyond

controversy.

1 pair socks, 1 sweater; Mrs. L. F.
6 pairs socks; Mrs. Simmons, 3
pairs socks, 1 scarf; Mrs. Lizzie Knowlton, 2 pairs socks, 1 sweater; Mrs. Samuel
Davey, 1 pair socks; Mrs. Lizzie Sherman,
1
Mrs. John Sukeforth, 3 pairs

!

1

5 pairs socks; Mrs. WalterOrdway, 2 pairs
socks; Mrs. Caroline Brown, 1 pair socks,
1 pair wristlets; Mrs. Follett,2 pairs socks;
Miss Hattie Gilman, 1 pair socks; Mrs.

I

j
j
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THE

PLAYS

BAPTIST

Big Crowds the

The young people, of the Baptist church
their preparations
are finishing this week
for the production of the two plays to be

Playhouse. Now
Photoplays Obtainable.

a

Sanitarium.”

Professor Wyandote, M. D. R. F. D.—
The star patient
at R of stage.

Voice
alias

Cupid—Herbert

Brier.

Mr. Dane

a

Mrs. Dane
newly wed—Robert Holt.
his bride of two weeks—Miss Anita Trask.
Mr Scott salesman of bags—Fred Seward.
Some of the patients—the Misses Louise
Vivian
Ellis, Mildred Trask, Eva Dutch,

Howard. This is a very complicated
fusion of a play.
“His Borrowed Wife.”

con-

Arthur Everett, an artist needing a
Cuzner. Robert Parks, a
w ift—Albert
chum with ingenious mind—Hairy Snow.
Representative John Potts of Potts Pork
Packing Co.—Benjamin Robertson. Miss
Agnes McPherson, the rich straightlaced
aunt—Miss Gladys Michaels. Mrs Munford Well a society leader—Mrs. George
Holt. Miss Eleanor Perry, Park’s cousin—
Bella Potts, an
Miss Florence Chaples.
heiress with ideas—Miss Edna Trundy.
Wilhelmina

an

artist’s model known

as

Barton.
Patsy
whose mother washes—Miss Emma Webwith
Everett
in
love
maid
the
ber. Mary,
The first is a
—Miss Thelma Smith.
farce with, laughs; the second is a comedy
Innocent amusement
with more laughs.
Tickets at Mr.
for burdened minds.
Mi xer’s store, Main street.

Willy—Mrs. Josephene

ALLEN NOYES STAPLES.
Allen Noyes Staples, son of Capt. Peleg
Staples of Stockton Springs, died at
Mound Park Sanitarium, St. Paul, Minn.,
April 18th, aged 67 years. He is survived bv his wife, three daughters and
two sons, Mrs. A. P. McGregor, Mrs.
Roscoe Brown, Mrs. W. B. Allen, Allen
T. and Willard S. Staples. The funeral
was held at his late residence, 700 York
street, April 20th.

SPRING TREATMENT
T,c--;sary to Purify Blood and Correct
7 eak, Run-Down Conditions.
to
exposure
Trying weather,

hard
colds,
grip,
pneumonia, fevers, diphtheria and
other blood-poisoning, prostrating
diseases leave the whole system sub-

storms,

the

normal—below par—weak and slow
—blood depleted and thin, with that
tired feeling, poor appetite, backache, rheumatic pains, delicate digestive power or almost none at all. The
ideal treatment is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—to be taken
before, meals—thoroughly to purify
the blood and expel poisons, and
Peptiron—to be taken after meals
—to put power into the blood, give
strength, increase red corpuscles and
restore tone, and do it quickly.
If there is biliousness, constipation, bad taste in the mouth, despondency or “the blues,” the liver is torpid. Take Hood’s Pills—they rouse
the liver and relieve all liver ills, and
are perfectly compatible with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron.
Begin this Spring treatment today.

Popularity
Showing Best
of

Thursday’s feature program includes
Viola Dana in the five part Metro Wonderplay, “The Winding Trail,” Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew in one of their popular
comedies, and True Boardman in “The
Further Adventures of Stingaree.”
“The Winding Trail” shows the charming little star, Viola Dana, to remarkable
In this colorful story of
advantage.
Western mining days in 1870, she is seen

next Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings, May Hth and 15th. The following is the cast for each play:
In

t estimonial

of this

presented

Half An Hour

|

first as Audrey Graham, a Broadway
danseuse of tremendous triumphs, later
for reasons of necessity masquerading as
a child, then as a typical Western dancehall girl, in a rough mining camp, and
finally in the swiftly-moving life of the
plains and the desert.
Wonderful scenes in the desert are
shown, the view at one point extending
over a distance of fifty miles. The dancehall and mining-camp “flashes,” the life
in the outlaw’s camp, are all realistic in
the extreme. Contrasted with these are
moments in the dressing room of Audrey
Graham in a Broadway Theater, when the
little dancer does a difficult toe-dance,
just to keep herself in practice. Her
Spanish dance before the miners is also
dashing and brilliant. The stupendous
seven part production “The Warrior”
which comes Friday is one of the re[ markable productions of the year, ming1
ling comedy as it does with war in the
| Alps. Maciste, the giant of Cabiria, has
! the leading role and the stunts he does
The story
are thrilling and laughable.

|

follows:
At the war’s beginning Maciste, with
his companions, are interned by the AusHe overpowers the
trian authorities.
guards, leading the little band of Italians
to a castle near the border. The owner,
his nephew
an old Italian noblemen, with
and her sweetheart, gives asylum to the
refugees. The Austrians follow. By a
spectacular leap, Maciste unseats one of
his wouldenemy and rides off pursued by
be captors, while his companions escape.
horse
with his
a
The giant warrior fells
fist and using one Austrian as a human
club, routs the entire band. After many
thrilling adventures he reaches Italian
headquarters and becomes an Alpino. He
decides to capture the Austrian captain,
Scaling
Fritz Pluffer, single handed.
sheer mountain walls and crossing narmakes
Maciste
row ledge high in the air,
Encountering
the dangerous ascent.
three Austrians, he places one under each
arm and the third on his back, proceeding
on.
IJiing one for a sled, he drives the
other two in team, in this manner making
In camp
a steep and dangerous descent.
he places his prisoners under guard. The
inMaciste
slippery Pluffer escapes.
duces his captain to attack the Austrian

j

[
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Stevens of Belfast was in town
Sunday calling on his patient, Mrs. V. A.
Woodbridge, and reports her as slowly
Dr.

■

Definite Written Guarantees
_

recovering.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Allie Allen accompanied
by Miss Madeline Russ and Ray Allen
and Mrs.
of Mr.
were Sunday guests
Basil Allen in Belfast.

s

The benefit social given under the auspices of Tranquility Grange last week for
the benefit of V. A. Woodbridge’s family
and
was a successful affair throughout,
$35 was cleared. Mr. Woodbridge and
family extend their most grateful thanks
to the grange and all who contributed to
make the affair a success.

Bring the children to the matinee Saturday, they’ll have the treat of their

BSS5»|“
/v

The ONE Batteiy
you can buy with certainty;
because a

GUARANTEE
pFE with
it
fifties

~~

young lives.

MONROE.

Monday,

SOU 1H BELFAST.

$1250
Body) $1550
Coupe(Unit Body) $1550

Sedan
Sedan (Unit

A. P. GOODHUE, Belfast, Maine

Arthur Mahoney and Horace Harm ond
have returned from Whitinsville, Mass.,
where they have been passing the winter.

son.

the supreme artist, Ethel
Barrymore will be offered in the seven
part super-picture, “The Call of Her
People.” This is a powerful play, taken
from the stage play of the same name.
Benjamin Chapin in “The Slave Auction”
will be an added attraction for Monday.
“Arms and the Girl,” the Paramount
photoplay which is appearing on Tuesday,
follows closely the stage version which
met with such success a few years ago.
Billie Burke is the star. Briefly, the plot
is as follows. An American girl, stranded
in Belgium at the opening of the present
war, innocently exchanges her passport
with a Russian girl—a spy. Another
American—a young man, also helps the
Russian girl by the loan of his automobile.
When the Germans seize the town the
two Americans who have not been able
to escape are held for complicity, especially the man who is ordered to be shot.
“The Girl” saves him by declaring him
to be the fiance she has been waiting for,
and as if to prove her statement, the
German general orders the two to be
married at once.
This is done and the two young people
find themselves in a most embarassing
position. The husband escapes however,
while in the meantime, the real fiance
appears. The latter proves himself to be
rather a cad so the newly married couple
who are becoming very fond of each
other resolve to do nothing about annulling the ceremony as they had planned.
Altogether “Arms and the Girl” is one of
the most charmingly humorous and vivid
photoplays of the season.
George Bronson Howard wrote a remarkable book, “God’s Man,” a story of
Broadway and the elite underworld,
which created a veritable sensation. The
photoplay adaptation is offered Wednesday with a wonderful actor H. B. Warner,
as the star and in nine thrilling reels.

I’ll be glad to demonstrate the Oakland
Six to you at your convenience —I know
you will like the way this car perform-

F. O. B

Percy Aiken of Bangor and Miss Mary
Coggins of Augusta were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Coggins recently.

Jack Pickford on Saturday, will win
laurels for himself in “Huck and
Tom” a continuation of the role, yet a
story complete in itself, which he played
recently in “Tom Sawyer.” The irrepressible Tom, aided and abetted by his
friend the disreputable Huck Finn, overhears grave-robbers at their grewsome
task and is an unwilling witness of a
murder. Later episodes show .the wellremembered painkiller
incident when
Tom administered the medicine to a confiding cat with disastrous results; the
finding of the hidden treasure and the
panic on the island when Tom and Becky
Thatcher his childish sweetheart are lost
in the cave.
An excellent cast and the
direction of William D. Taylor who also
directed "Tom Sawyer” have made of
this Paramount Picture, one of the
wholesomest, most amusing of the sea-

Alpine guide they
stronghold. Led by
scale .the mountain heights Vith men,
G. G. Abbott is on tjie sick list. His
artillery and supplies. Working hand
a speedy recovery.
over hand by ropes up the sheer walls, many friends wish him
dangling thousands of feet over gaping
a few days in
Roberts
Mrs.
Allen
spent
space, these scenes are the most inspiring
and thrilling war views ever taken and Brooks last week, returning home Sunhave been preserved in the archives at day.
Rome by the Italian Government MaMr. G. E. Curtis and family were in
ciste carries a five hundred pound gun
The
carriage on the entire journey.
East Belfast, Sunday, where they spent
heights gained, a battle follows. Maciste the
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
In the
rescues the old count’s nephew.
castle two officers are fighting a duel for M. E. Curtis.
possession of the girl when the Italians
A, W. Roberts has recently purchased
attack. Led by Maciste, they storm the
castle and the giant hero hurls man after a new Sharpies suction-feed cream sepaman off the balcony, the Austrians flee- rator, and plans to save all the butter-fat
ing in terror before the superhuman ef- he produces to help win the war. 1
forts of the' battle-crazed warrior. Rushing into the great dining room he enD. C. Greenlaw drove his herd of 100
Seizing a
counters the two officers.
steers to Searsmont last Saturyearling
flaming lire brand from the grate he gives
hired the pastures on
battle to the enemy, completely routing day where he has
the pair. Brandishing the blazing log, the Paul Ranch for them. They were a
a
he clears the balcony of the invaders.
very handsome herd and attracted great
The sweethearts are reunited and mountattention as they were driven
ed on the broad shoulders’of Maciste, deal of
along the road.
happily embrace.
an

Roadster
Roadster Coupe

Leslie Dean of Belfast was a recent
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Eva Dean.
Miss Ruth Hurd spent the week-end at
home returning to Rockland Monday.
Burleigh Ordway is still confined to the
Dr. Green of Camden is attendhouse.
ing him.
Mrs. S. J. Moody has returned from
Boston with an assortment of millinery
and fancy goods.
Messrs. Fred and Ralph Miller, who
have employment at Thomaston, spent
Sunday at their heme here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Reynolds and baby
Dorothy Alice are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
M. F. Dickey for a few days.

new

The high-speed overhead-valve engine delivers 44 full horse-power; the chassis is
unusually sturdy, with an extra deep
frame; the roomv five-passenger bcdy of
the^ touring car is cushioned by long
slow-acting spnngs.and extra large tirefor the car’s weight.

$1050
$1050
$1210

Touring Car

LINC0LNV1LLE.

VVM. M. PENNELL.

qualities.

A CAR LOAD HAS ARRIVED

2 quilts.

j

I like to show the Oakland Sensible Six
to this class of buyers because, being
close students of automobile construction, -they instantly recognize its fine

Accustomed to unusual performing
ability and comfort, they enjoy in
the Oakland Sensible Six all the virtues they demand of an automobile
and they do not let its moderate
price blind them to its extraordinary value.

Cram, 2 sweaters; Miss Verna Simmons, 1 sweater; Mrs. Lottie Bradstreet,
1 sweater, 1 scarf; Mrs. Rena Millay, 1
sweater, 1 scarf; Mrs. Newhall, 1 sweater;
Mrs. Taylor, 3 sweaters, 2 helmets; Miss
Inez Barker, 1 sweater; Mrs. Lottie Boynton, 5 pairs wristletts; Mrs. Mary Norton,
1 scarf; Mrs. Gladys Gray, 1 scarf; Miss
Ella Greeley, 2 scarfs; Mrs. Sewell Colby,
man

Pay More--

Who Can

But they’ve analyzed automobile
values and find that thry cannot
get more intrinsic merit in a higher
priced car to justify thehighe: first
cost and greater running expense.

Belle Knowlton, 1 sweater; Miss Gladys
Young, 1 sweater; Mrs. Ella McCurdy, 1
sweater; Mrs. Clara Bagley, 2 sweaters;
Mrs. Walter Young, 1 sweater; Mrs. Sher-

•

People

I know that, throughout this country, there are many Oakland owners
who are prosperous enough to buy
automobiles much higher in price.

pair socks;

I

Colonial Theatre.

To

socks, 1 quilt; Mrs. Charles Ludwick,
pair socks, 5 comfort pillows; Mrs. Murry,

are

(Signed)

men-

wick,
Hurd,

Justice Emery has established

in.the vestry, to which the public
invited. Preaching at the
cordially
Next
Northport church Sunday at 2.30.
the
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
the
Young People’s Society will present
two plays for which they h^e been long
had at Mr. F.
preparing. Tickets may be
G. Mixer’s store, Main street.

previously

tioned who have been doing work for
the Red Cross in their homes are Mrs. C.
B. Hoit, 4 sweaters, 6 pairs socks, 3 helmets, 3 pairs wristlets; Mrs. B. B. Wentworth, 10 pairs socks; Mrs. Shattuck, 2
pairs socks, 3 sweaters; Mrs. Walter Lud-

The truth of the matter is
that a great number of these
powers were owned by individals long before Maine became a
State. The State has never had
any, ownership in the powers on
the Saco or Prpsumpscot Rivers.
Its holdings on the Androscoggin, if any, were confined to
the upper waters near the
Rangeley Lakes. On the Kennebec, the State owned no powers south of Madison and on the

this fact

who

a

poor health.

_

“We have in Maine one
and one-half million water horse power going to Penobscot, no powers were ever
waste. Most of this was owned by the State within fifty
formerly owned by the miles north of Bangor.
State; it was our natural
heritage; it belonged to
the people and should
never have been sold or
The only water powers which
given away.’’
the State could claim any interI est in were, those which were
located in the so-called wild
lands district. When the State
sold those wild lands it conveyed title to the powers therein.
Since" that time these powers
have been recon veytfd several
times in many instances. The
real title of these powers is
vested in the present owners
with as good a title as is any
property which the State may
The
have conveyed by sale.
opinion of the former Chief

at the parsonJunior Dorcas Guild meets
3.30 p. m. The Senior
age on Friday at
Mrs. Cleveland
Dorcas Guild meets at

especially

a

Lord,

The People’s Methodist church, Rev.
Charles W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage,
213-11.
No. 7 Court street. Telephone,
Mother’s
Sunday, preaching at 10.45, “A
12.00.
Comforting.” Sunday school at
at 7.30,
All welcome. Sunday evening
Gerwar talk <5 minutes)

preliminary
man Frightfulness.”

be

impress the minds of

the people of the State that the
present owners of water powers have obtained them in some
unlawful or underhanded manner and that the people have
been deprived of a natural

voluntary offerings of the people.

Missionary society,

seems to

to

Sidney,

vacation here at their
old home, returned Monday to Danvers,
Mass. Mrs. Jones will remain with
friends here through the summer,being in
have been passing

Rev. Frank DollilT will preach the Memorial Day sermon and the address will
be delivered by Seth Norwood, Esq., of
Brooks.

sulphation accumulates in
the generator’s charging
action is retarded, reducing the battery capacity and its ability to supply the needed
power to “turn over” the engine.
When

Mrs. Andrew Moore was the pleased
recipient of a box of beautiful carnations
sent her by the Rebekah Lodge last week.
Both Mrs. Moore and

her

Hartshorn, have been ill but
I

mother,
are

Mrs.

EVEREADY Storage Batteries are entirely free from ruinous sulphation, the chemically destructive cause of most battery-

now con-

valescent.

Funeral services were held in the cemeon Sunday afternoon for the late
John Strattard, whose remains were taken
I from the tomb where they were placed at
his decease in the winter, and given interment in the family lot.

troubles.

tery

EVEREADYS withstand the heaviest dis-

charges without “buckling” plates and are
There’s an
fully recharged readily.
EVEREADY to fit any size and style cf
battery box—for every car.

j

The Red Cross sent to Boston last week

!

shipment which, besides pajamas and
knit goods, included six patchwork quilts.
! No doubt they will remind some of the
boys of home. A stock of yarn is now
ready for distribution, also a quantity of
pajamas.
a

Mrs. P. A. Coop.r entertained the
Lucky Day whist Club on Wednesday of
last week in honor of Mrs. Herbert Cooper who, with her husband and children,
will leave soon for California. The prizes
John Twombly and
were won by Mrs.
Mrs.

This is the first

Forrest Grant.

meeting of the club since the

commence-

ment of the Red Cross work here.

After
dinner
uncomfortable,—gas pressure,
heaviness, sour stomach, drowsy, headache,—take a teaspoonful of that honest,
old-time prescription, the original “L.F.’
If you feel

Atwood's Medicine.

It will-relieve you
your general condi-

quickly and improve
tion by cleaning your system

impure

disyou won't have any
Reckon
attacks.

accumulations

agreeable

of

so

well the cost of

things

in

these war-tlirift times; think
how cheap this remedy is at
only ONE CENT A DOSE.
There’s no blood-purifier or
real corrective of constipation that is more economical and beneficial. Price 50
cents.
Buy of your dealer the TRUE “L. F.” made

by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me,

excess

battery plates,

I

Batteries

Inspected FREE

Drive in any time.
A free service regardless of the make of your bayqjfo »

:
;
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Air

Navigation

bags and attach four ropes a thousand
in the Civil Wtr. feet long which arc coiled down in tubs
at the

In contrast of what is going on
we are perpresent time in air navigation
Belfast
mitted to print a letter from a
in the Civil
his
country
served
who
lad
War:

Prof Lowes Balloon In front of Richmond,
June 15, 1862.
now
Dear Father and Mother: I will
the duty we
try to give you an idea of
and as
have to do here on the balloon,
i was exposed to
you wished to know if
than in the regiany more danger hefe
al"
ment, 1 jwiH iust say we are not’
mostthough we are in some danger, but
a few
ly from bomb shells. We often get
is
shells from the Rebs, when the balloon
done no damage.
up, but as yet they have
two
When we came here for the first
we were outside of our pickets bit

night

\Ve then slack away on them, and up she
than others, but.
goes, sometimes higher
The day of
never over a thousand feet
the battle of Fair Oakes she was up 15
times. Then there has to he a guard kept
over the Prof. Lowe’s tent, and another
over the balloon, which consists of one
an hour
man at a time, who have to stand
apiece. Now I will tell you how we
manage to make gas. We have two tanks
which will hold twenty hogsheads apiece,
We can move
and they arc on wheels.
them wherever we want to and as we
have to use considerable water, we set
We move the
them near some stream.
balloon within 20 feet of them and have
gutta percha pipes lead from one to the
other, then we put in iron borings which
they get from the foundries and a lot of
water. Then we add oil of vitrol which
makes the gas. It generally takes from
four to six hours to inflate the balloon. I have to go on guard so will close
my letter.
Joseph b. Wilson,
Co. K, 4th Maine Regiment

quiet.
of
Now 1 will try and give you an idea
what we have to do and how we manage.
near
and
by
We are encamped in a grove
is a deep gulch where we keep the balloon
of
bags
with
thirty-five
Miss Be) va Hussey of this city entered
anchored down
sand that will weigh from 50 to 75 pounds the Waldo County Hospital last Saturday
we carry her
apiece and when it is calm
treatment.
on’ the hill nearby and unhook the for medical

everything

up

was

SOUTH MONTVILl i
The soap club met with M
Cunningham last week.
O. W. Ripley is attending
Chapter in Portland this week
Andrew Berry has moved
the place vacated by Clareiu

e

H
■

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dean
colnville visited their daughter N

Robinson,

one

day this week

Ruby Oxton, who has been
tr
Ralph Reynolds of
1
working
is
and
has returned
Adams.

(

sister Mrs.

h‘
The boys club met at the
M. Howes last week to organize
Adams was made President.

Davis, Vice Pres., Harold

^

Eastnia"’^
l'3""',

C. M. Howes as leader. They
mem berk and they will raise
tatoes and pigs.

Capt. Wm. Wallace Carter, who haa

of the Liberty Bell Bird
Maine U asked to send 1,514 men to
AU m.mhen
ta be present st a
requested
we
Club
The local board
tonight,
held
Thursday, at
be
to
have not received the call for Waldo meeting
County Hospital last Saturday for medi- county and have not been able to estimate 630 p. m.,to make plana for a hike.
cal treatment.
has resigned her
the number from Belfast and the sepaMiss Ruby Fairbrother
in the J. H. Howes’
Capt. H. L. Perry of Nantucket is in rate towns.
position as cashier
one in the B.
Belfast on business in relation to the
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., at dry goods store to accept
Miss Carrie E. Gilmore
building of his auxiliary boat by Roy E. its
meeting Tuesday afternoon appointed O. Norton store.
Coombs. She has been named Clarence I. A.
with L. C. Put- is in the Howes office.
been ill for some time and under the care
of a physician, was taken to the Waldo

Conant, chairman,
man, secretary, to have charge

for her owner's son.

Charles O. Dickey of Northport represented Excelsior Lodge of Northport at
the meeting of the Grand Lodge in Portland.

He also attended the State meeting of the Public Safety Committee.

THE

and clinging shapeliness—is lasting. For it is
t the superficial effect of
s
tal-loaded dyes, but

t;e

letters remained uncalled for in the Bel-

rings from a wealth of rich
aterials, fine threads, pure
es, close stitching.

,

3

II

We elected Hose of Luxite beis worthy of your patron-

shop.

THE
store

dinsmore

post

I_—

-73

_

Belfast.

W ADVERTISEMENTS.
Steam Vulcanizing Co. carry
ready storage battery that has a
a tee to go with it.
r

Foundry & Machine Co are
Dodge Brothers convertible

is called to an advertisement
VVm. M. Pennell, representa\laine Water Power Companies.
ot Bay Electric Co. haveelecfor sale, which will lighten
Price $4.50.
burden.
in

..

trip can be made from Belfast
by telephone for 25 cents for
lutes
nsmore Store carry the Hose of
vtiich they have selected as
it your patronage.
A
E. Marsh, corner Church and
■reefs, has for sale a covered

good condition.
Wilson, R. F. D. 3, Belfast, has
ieties of strawberry plants for
a hundred.
Slay 15th a Thrift Day and invest
erty Bond dividends in War SavOn sale at any bank, postips.

ents

igencv.
,!/ W. Patterson and family pubd of thanks.
B. Wyllie will sell her millinery
veek, beg lining today, at the
price of $3.95.
Jones' department store has
I an aluminum club, by joining
ou can
get the set of aluminum
strated in his adv.
Goodhue, Belfast, has a car load
'akland Sensible Six autos just

cl

Mrs. Cecil Clay have arrived
and have begun liouse-

rtland

at 113 Main street.

-gular meeting of the Board of
ill be held in the city building toFriday, evening, when a large
ice is requested.
Davis and family have
their cottage at the Battery for
mer.
The Pitcher family plan to

.end L.

early this

season.

(fast Farmer’s Union are

remov-

office room to the rear of the
the Federal street side and will
Lically all the lirst floor of the

r

iding for the retail grocery branch
Leslie C. Dean, who
ousiness.
lumbering at his farm In West
he past season, has been engaged
as

May 12,

requested

the future and
give up their Post rooms for the use of
the Circle Tuesday afternoon*.
in

for

the

week

days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and

10:15
go in

at the next meeting of the Scouts will be

hike to Searsport for mayflowers last Saturday. They were accompanied by the

Cook, Bowen

an

at Red Men’s hall at

j

tneir drive in the Liberty bond sale.
a total of $9,500.
They sold 52 bonds with
chairman of
Mayor Clement W. Wescott,
a
the Waldo county committee, sent letter
of appreciation and thanks to the boys
and their leader for their excellent work
in adding to Belfast’s total. Three of the

sold 13 bonds with a total of $5,400; Luville Woods 12 with a total of $1,150; and
Kenneth Colcord ten with a total of $650.
Scout Woods will receive a bar as his reward in the work as he previously earned
medal in a former drive. Wilder
Creamer of Northport is deserving of

the

follows: Scouts Ellis, Read, Philbrick,
and Downs. There will
special credit as he sold six bonds with a
be no hike of the Scouts
Saturday, but on total of $350. Two bonds were sold by
Sunday morning at 10.15 they will meet
each of the following: Paul Tuttle with
at the Red Men’s hall to act as an escort
Frank Downs $550, Joseph Smith
for the members of the Ladies’ Auxiliary $350,
Granville HofTses $100. One bond
to the Methodist Church to attend the $200,
Bradwas sold by the following: Leroy
services given in observance of Mother’s
ford $100, Wyville Vose $100, Donald
Day. Every Scout is requested to be in
Knowlton $100, Leander Canning, Harry
attendance.
Watkins, Wallace Pendleton, Herbert

abundance of flowers.

Miss Ruth M. Coombs is acting as superintendent of the Waldo County Hospital during the annual vacation of Miss
Beulah E. Rich, who left last Monday for
fne ponce are at work on clues in the
!
visits in Unity, Jackson and Medford,
two cases of breaking, entering and larMass.
Both young ladies are graduates
I ceny reported to them last Sunday. At
have taken post
of this Hospital and
the store of Leroy A. Coombs at the foot
work
in
Massachusetts.
graduate
of Commercial street, the street light
Friends of Arthur C. Dinsmore of this was broken and an entrance made to the
city and Eastport will be interested to store by breaking glass in the door. A
learn that he is now in France as a mem- large amount of Mr. Coombs* candies in
ber of Battery F. of the 54th Regiment of sealed packages was taken.
Here' the
Forces. thieves left handkerchiefs, a hair
the American Expeditionary
comb,

the date of examination,
and must be citizens of the United States.
Male applicants rSust measure not
i
than 5 feet,4 inches in height in bare feet.
:
No male applicant who passes the examination will be eligible for appointment either as clerk or carrier Who does
on

le^

ey;

1

War

Savings
Stamps

saying “that you can’t eat your cake and have it
too” js exploded in buying Thrift Stamps with your LIBERTY
The

guide,

their work.

results

of

were

can

be

Play

of

future and that the companj' will be

*

Broadway

The following Belfast Masons are in
Portland this week to attend the sessions
or the State Grand Lodge: Messrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, Clifford J. Pattee, Ralph
D. Southworth, Morris L. Slugg, Allen
L. Curtis, Roy E. Young, Warren A.

I

needs

SUPERB ETHEL BARRYMORE
PEOPLE”

benjamin Chapin in “The Slave Auction”
B.

WARNER
IN

Department Store
BELFAST, MESt,

“GOD’S
sit

MAN”

IN NINE THRILLING REELS

By George Bronson Howard
A
t

Truly Big Picture

j-

In

!

1

will

be

3

■■

BY TELEPHONE

BELFAST
TO

■

ments of said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a fuli discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 4th day of May. A. D 1918.
BEVERLY C. FIELDS*.

Bankrupt.

BANGOR

;

FOR THREE MINUTES

j No charge unless communication is es! tablished with person asked for,
Telephone trips to other points at pro! portionately low rates.
! The Toll Operator will quote the rate
; to any point.

|

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Special Ad. Co
Strawberry Plants

granted

And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Deputy Clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition and
this order addressed to them at their places of
residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Division of said District,
on the 4th day of May. A. D. 1918,
WILLIAM M. WARREN.
[LS ]
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: VUi.LIAMM WARREN.

on.

now on our own army’s
greatly increased. The

chapter in Belfast, consists of Mr.
Selwyn Thompson^ Mr. James H. Howes,
Mayor C. W. Wescott, Mr. O. E. Frost,
Mr. Elmer A. Sherman, Mr. Morris L.
Slugg, Miss Isabel Ginn, with. Rev. A.
E. Wilson as campaign manager. Attractive posters for the stores have been
received and are now being sent to the
county towns. The Public Safety rooms,
Phoenix Row, have been kindly offered
and accepted as headquarters durjng the
campaign.

County.

ROUND TRIP

Bankruptcy

FOR SALE.

|

|

$40

I will sell all my mil-

and

hair

DICKEY & KNOWLF0N,
Relfast, Maine.

Two cottages completely furnished, electric lights and water, to let by the season.
Now ready. Fifteen minutes walk from the
postoffice, on the harbor front.

$3.95
Mrs. A. B. WYLLIE
Corner Cedar and Pearl Streets,
Belfast, Maine.

throughout, bedding

Furnished Cottages

week, beginning today,

linery in stock at the bargain
price of

the

furnished

2wl8

WEEK
Thursday,

Down

mattresses, good well of water, an ideal
| summer location within fifteen r ids of the
shore. Price $350. Apply to

Bargain
one

Senator Dunlap, Ilaverlands, AbintJton, Parson Beauty, Stanton
Hub,£60 cents per hundred.
Nl. O. WILSON,
2w 19
K. F. I). 3, Belfast, Me.

and $10 per month buys a five room cottage at Northport, with cooking range, all

|
|

For

Brandywine,

! and

Deputy Clerk.

_

WEDNESDAY
H.

|

week of May 20 to 27 has been set as the
time for the raising of $100,000,000.
Waldo County nobly responded last year
sending more than was assigned as its
This time $12,000 is expected
share.
from our county and everyone ought to
do his and her share to put it quickly
over that amount and sustain our good
reputation. The county is well organized
in Red Cross branches now and each
branch will take charge of the work in its
The War Fund committee for
own town.

Premium at Night.

MONDAY

JONE8

0

at any

Discharge.

Beverly C, Fields of Winterport.in the C >unty ot Waldo and State of Maine, in said District, respectfully represents that on the 23rd
day of February, last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts f Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the require-

the Red Cross to do a work that in its
consequences of helping and enheartening
our Allies ranks second only to the army
itself. Again this society appeals for a

Today and from

OR “THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER”

All Quality Brand Aluminum Ware,
guaranteed for twenty years.

sale

■..IWI-

=U

)

army

like amount that it’s work may go

Jack Pickford in “Huck and Tom*5

One set: Carving Knife, Butcher
(see Fig. O)
Knife, Paring Knife
One Pride of the Kitchen Outfit
(see Fig. H I J)

IVi.

trict of Maine.

Red Cross that its work might be vigorously prosecuted. The need was sensed
by some people of vision, lhat amount
enabled
was more than subscribed and it

SATURDAY

HER

for

V.

and j District of Maine. Northern Division, ss.
I
D.
1918, on
On this 4th day of May, A
the navy and was anxious to go again.
reading the foregoi* g petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
Mr. Grindle is the fifth man to be drafted j
the same on the 14th day of June, A. D
into service from the newly organized upon before said Court at
Bangor in said Dis1918,
Co. F. of the Third Maine Regiment. trict, Northern Division, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon; ar.d that notice thereof be pubCapt. Dickey in behalf of the Company lished
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
presented him with a wrist watch.
printed in said District, Northern Division,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
red Cross War Fund. In June,
in interest, may appear at the said lime and
1917, the people of this country were place, and show cause, if any they have, why
tinner should not be
asked to contribute $100,000,000 to the the prayer of said peti

previously served in both the

He Out-Fairbanks Douglass Fairbanks.”

OF

|

Bankrupt, )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the Dis-

Fred M. Wentworth, Clarence W.
HarCurtis, Leslie L. Grindle of Belfast,
and Ernest L.
ry McCaslin of Searsport
last
Bailey of Thorndike left Belfast
Thursday on the 1.30 train en route to
Mr. Wentworth has
Fort Slocum, N. Y.

the World Renowned Actor

CALL

In the matter of
Beverly C. Fields,

Nichols.

WARRIOR"

a

Bankrupt’s Petition

deliver and account for the mail formerly
addressed*to these offices.
Austin W. Keating, P. M.

“Stingaree**

Come to the Matinee if Possible—Seats will be at

Jl lh= ——AV*

lnl

The post offices at Center Belmont and
North Searsmont will be discontinued
May 15th. The Belfast office will receive,

and the Golden West

Magnificent Screen Spectacle Abounding in Thrills,
Cheers, Laughs and Absorbing Human Interest.
Played at Bijou, Bangor, this week at Advanced Prices.
Regular Prices Here.

“THE

are on

Director for Waldo

[C

A

in

the 4 °Io issue of

in the near future were considered

A SEVEN-PART DRAMATIC WAR SPECTACLE

Come to our store and ask for a
club membership card, pay 98 cents
cash, and we will deliver the set described below. Then you will pay 50
cents each week until $11.98, the total
wholesale price of this set is paid.
The regular retail price of a set like
this is about $18.00.
(see Fig. F>
One 5 qt. Teakettle
(see Fig. G)
One 7 cup Percolator
(Fig D)
One 3 qt. Berlin Saucepan
(Fig E)
One 6 qt. Preserving Kettle
(see Fig A)
One qt. Sauce Pan
One 1 1-2 qt. Sauce Pan (see Fig. B)
(see Fig C)
One 2 qt. Sauce Pan

on

MORRIS L. SLUGG,

soon

Capt. Dickey’s appointments gave very general satisfaction
among the members, especially as the
men most likely to be called in the draft

FRIDAY

I

are

practisDoing a

o

fully equipped,

True Boardman in

^

Investment and

Edge

reports received from Adjutant

MACI8TE The Hero of CAMBIRIA

JOIN NOW AND CET A SET OF
ALUMINUM WARE

Gilt

Savings Stamps Paf over 4J % and
Bank, Postoffice or Agency.

General Presson it is expected that their
uniforms will be received in the near

“The Winning Trail”

“THE

a

War

received

there than in the limited space of the
Opera House, which will be their armory.
From

making

Liberty Bonds comes due
Wednesday, May 15th. Make this a Thrift Day and not
only buy War Savings Stamps yourself but see that your friends,
relatives and acquaintances buy them also.

The future drills will be held

better

are you

The dividends

Wednesday and Friday evenings on the
bail grounds when weather permits, as
much

only

ing the greatest kind of Thrift Endeavor, but you
Little Bit More for those who aave gone Across.

pleased with
the proficiency exhibited by the men in

interested friends who

interest.

Not

as-

IN

The Five Act Metro

more

grounds last Friday evening under the
direction of Captain Dickey with lieutenants Ansel M. Lothrop and Ross 1.

Adorable Viola Dana

tion blank, address the local secretary at
the Belfast post office, er district secretary at Boston, Mass., with whom applications must be liled in time for him to

Take this inLiberty Bonds have earned you interest.
terest and buy War Savings Stamps, which will still earn you
Your

The first outThomas Kennedy
was held at the baseball

Hammons and sergeant M. O. Dickey
sisting. There was a large audience

old

BOND DIVIDENDS.

of-door drill

THURSDAY

required to be of any specilic weight or
height. Each applicant will be required
to submit to the examiner on the day cf
examination a photograph of himself
For pamphlet
taken within two years.
of information and the required applica-

The New York World says:

Main

0

vard Salisbury, Charles H. Hahn, Howard Moore, Basil Linton, George H. Salisbury; right guide, Martin Wilcox; left

Matinee and

is less than 125 pounds to enter the exFemale applicants are not
amination.

Starring

D.

INVEST YOUR LIBERTY BOND DIVIDEiNDS IN

supply sergeant,

Colonial
Evening

HfeHave Organized an
Aluminum
■ Ctuib

FRED

BUT YOU CAN DO MORE!
*

a|

mess

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY DREW

|

1

Capt. Orrin J. Dickey of Company F.,
Maine Regiment, made his announcement last Friday evening of the
company’s non-commissioned officers as
follows: First Sergeant, Melvin O. Dick-

arrange for the examination.

clerk.

a

Third

the
June meeting.
In addition to the an- j
nounced program, Mrs. Edythe Frost1
Stevens of Unitv told of her recent visit
in Texas and of attending the National
Council in Washington, D. C.

not weigh at least 125 pounds without
It will be inadvisable
overcoat or hat.
for male applicants whose normal weight

1

Snow and George Randel $50 each.

beautiful scenery that I have ever seen.”

birthday,

*

n

Herman H. Coombs;
sergeant, Basil Allen; company
clerk, Perle Benner; sergeants, Harold
For sometime he has been located in one etc. At the summer home of Hon. Jas. McKeen, Robert W. Rollins, Walter J.
In t*. Taliaferro the cellar was entered and Clifford and Leaman W. Robinson; corof the forts in Portland in training.
card home he says: “This is the most supplies carried away. Some of them, porals, Roy E. Young, Earle Braley, Hara

according to evidence furnished tne ofcan be traced.
They are expectThe Belfast Troop of Boy Scouts made ficers,
ing a letter from Mr. Taliaferro, who is
their second hike of the season last Satin Florida, answering several questions
urday to Searsport and the coal pockets
before the arrests are made.
at Macks Point. The trip was especially
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., held
Scouts
derived
the
and
exceppleasant
At Macks Point their annual meeting Monday evening at
tional benefit from it.
there was a visit to the coal station and the home of Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney and
the two fertilizer plants and then a short re-elected the following officers: Regent,
There were clam Miss Emeroy Ginn; vice regent, Mrs.
stay in Searsport.
bakes on the shore and picnic lunches Mary C. Clements; recording secretary,
and a ball game in the afternoon in which Miss Florence M. Kimball; corresponding
the majority had a hand. The day was secretary, Mrs. Mahoney; treasurer, Miss
ideal for travelling and the trip was one Isabel Ginn; registrar, Mrs. Viola R.
Mayo; historian, Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost.
of the hest.
Miss Lucy A. Cochran resigned as chapThe U. S. Civil Service Commission lain and Mrs.
Edith S. Ferguson as audiwill hold a competitive examination at tor and Mrs. Julia G.
Ferguson and Mrs.
Belfast, May 25th for the positions of Clara H. Seekins were elected.
The
at
Beloffice
the
clerk and carrier in
post
i council elected Miss
Mrs. Ellen
Cochran,
fast.
Applicants must have reached P. Toothaker and Mrs. Pearl K. Hills.
their 18th birthday, but not their 45th The committees will be
announced at

Quota

One Hundred Thousand Dollars

y

Scouts have won war medals which will
be received later from the National TreasJames Tolford Durham
ury Department:

as

[

body.

a

special

J

Waldo County Has 'Over^Subscribed Her
in the Recent Liberty Loan Over

=

I

You’ve Done Fine

Yes!

that day and be prepared to

m.

a.

report

to

Belfast Troop
Sixteeu members of the
the direction of
under
Scouts,
of Boy
J. Dickey, made
Scout Master Orrin
efforts last Saturday evening in

Satur-

The Junior Alliance Camp Fire Girls
and the Minnetoska Club girls enjoyed a

found

I

ot

office

I

will
The Sons or Veterans Auxiliary
attend the Methodist church, Sunday,
Mothers Day. All members are

The Post also voted to meet

Monday afternoons

Camp Guardian, Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson
and bv Mrs. James C. Durham. They

!

News

exercises.

ending days. From Boston on
Mondays, TuesMay 7th: Ladies—Miss Helen M. Wins- days, Thursdays and Fridays. The boat
low, 2 letters. Gentlemen—E. K. Knowl- arrives in Belfast for Boston about 2
o clock and from Boston about 1.30
ton, W. H. Pickering.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, who spent
At the meeting of the
Boy Scouts
the winter in New York, will leave next Tuesday evening there was
an interestng
week in their car on their return to report of the success of
the Liberty Loan.
Northport. They will visit relatives in Emerton Gross was elected to memberBoston and will also spend a few days ship at this meeting and a number of
boys
with Dr. and Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop be- previously elected were
given the degree
fore going to Hillside Farms.
of the Scouts. Those who will tell stories

fast

:se it

—and of this

of selecting one from each of its allied bodies to
assist Capt, Dickey in the Memorial Day

Amos P. Lord has manufactured and
Steamer City of Rockland arrived on
shipped to the government supply deher first trip Tuesday noon. This begins
partment the past season 700 army tents
the four trips a week schedule. Steamready for use. He has employed a crew
ers will leave
Bangor at 10 a. m., instead
of 25 or 30 people.
of 11, as
formerly, and there will be sailThe following ings from
Advertised Letters.
Bangor and Belfast on Mon-

persuasive beauty

ot Hose of Luxite—its
rich, deep-bodied lus-

1

Camp Devena May 25tb.

CEO.

E. KIFTRIDGK,

Foot of Condon Street.

|

Searsport Savinqs Bank

FOR SALE
>

A covered buggy in good condition.
For particulars apply to
MRS. W. £. MARSH,
Corner Church and Market Streets,
tf 19
Belfast, Maine.

The annual meeting of the corporators of
the Searsport Savings Bank will be held at
their banking room SATURDAY, May 11,1918.
at 10.o’clock a. m 4or the choice of trustees
(or the ensuing year and to act on any other
business that may legally come before the

meeting.

JAMES P. NICHOLS. Clerk.
1918 -2w 18

Searsport, Maine, April 30,

FOOD CONTROL
MEANS VICTORY

I

_

European Shortage Places F; ublem Before American Govern-

ment-Farsighted Policy
Adopted.

JhI\\\\\\vCVW>wCV\x\\vvvvv\xvvx'«-»a.»-^^

for

Infants

Children.

and

has borne the signaThe Kind You Have Always Bought
made under his
been
has
and
H.
Fletcher,
ture of Chas.
one
30
over
years. Allow no
personal supervision for
Imitations and
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits,
the
are but Experiments, and endanger

“Just-as-good”

health of

!

Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

Are You Wasting Good Coal

NEED 75,000,000 BU. WHEAT.
Food

Administration
American

Every

Always Bought

Asks
In

Aid

in an old, burned out, troublesome range when a new Glenwood
would save from 100 to 500 lbs. in every ton? Just figure the
saving in dollars for one year and then for five or ten years, and
to trade
you will quickly see why it will pay now as never before
that old stove for an up-to-the-minute Glenwood.
There are hundreds of models to choose from at fair prices*
Get a Glenwood and let it pay for itself in the coal it saves.

of

Gigantie

Task of Feeding Millions.

ft Is the food prohlem over there
that makes a food problem over here.
If we wished to be supremely selfish—
and supremely shortsighted—w’e could
go on eating as much as we like and
whatever we like, withoul much difficulty or Interruption—at least, until
the Germans camel

ami Portland by tile .United Slates
commission steamer Gannet, whose
•ommander. Captain Greenieaf, estiat
*mates the number thrown overboard
I)

MAINE ITEMS.

V

|fish

A big Shoe Order.
!
1,1 fit), 000,000.
On Monday of last week the C. B.
1
Eaton Shoe Co. of Augusta received an
Ice Under Food Control.
order for 550,000 pairs of army shoes.
and distributors of
manufacturers
All
The next day an additionaForder was recontrol act, acfood
the
under
1
ice
come
The last order
ceived for 200,000 pairs.
Federal
<cording to advices received by
this
of
A feature
was for trench shoes.
Ice
Leon S. Merrill.
FAiod
Administrator
called
the
Pershing
trench shoe, which is
dealers will he required to report to him
insoles
three
it
has
trench shoe, is that
*
before
May 10th their names, addresses,
stead of two as in the older styles, and
and schedule of prices for 1917 and this
was approved
by Gen. Pershing, from
Administrator Merrill said that
whom its takes its name, and but few of year.
season
increase in price over last
'c
the shoes have been made in Maine as any
will be investigated as to whether it conyet.
stitutes profiteering.
Game Warden F. M. Perkins of BradALL SOxTS
ley states that many deer perished last j
winter by reason of the deep snow, scarcity of feed and killing by poachers who
took advantage of the absence of game
Schwab in charge of the Emergency
wardens for about six weeks. The moose ]Fleet Corporation; Stettinius’ executive
wintered better than the deer, being more ability in the War Department, an inhardy. They have been protected bv a (creasing reliance of the Administration
four years’ close time, which expires in ,on that class of able business men for1919.
merly subjected to the insults and abuse
of the Democratic party, give assurance
are
at
a
Building operations
practically
that in the conduct of the war there is
standstill at Bangor, only three permits being
\
brought about slowly hut surely, a
far
this
been
thus
issued
having
spring, (change for the better.
and these for garages. The high price ;
This change is largely due to the invesof lumber and .:11 building materials and
the scarcity of labor is the cause of the 1tigations made by Congressional commitstagnation in the trade. A big school- j itees and the demands of the people which
house has been authorized, but Mayor followed.
The people are heard when
|
Woodman argues for delay in building
distinctly and emphatically.
they
speak
until more favorable conditions.
This
does not meet the approval of the people !
The Maine State Spiritualist Associawho have children in the district to be |
served, where the present accommoda- 1tion will hold its annual convention in
lions are overcrowded.
i JBangor, May 18 and 19, 1918, and it is
confidently expected that this will be the
To Our Soldier Bovs.
largest gathering of prominent Spiritualists in the history of the State organiza(From the West Franklin, Me Red Cross tion
Rev. Mary S. Vanderbilt of Brooki
Auxiliary.)
jlyn, New York, who is considered Ameri- I
ca’s most wonderful psychic, will he ihcThis war is the people’s,
Proclaim it frbm the steeples.
principal speaker and message bearer durMrs. Vanderbilt is es- |
iing ihe session.
Our resources are yours every ounce;
It’s our boys with the guns,
1pecially well known in Maine, where she
has
been president of Camp Etna for
I
Who are facing the "Huns,”
Where it’s shooting, not shouting, that severai years, this camp ^becoming most
successful under her
prosperous and
counts.

^

]

_

j
j

|

_

\

1

j

efficient leadership.
Girls are taking the places of men in
the city
many lines of work throughout
An agent of the Alaska Cod Fishery !
of Bath. Several girls have been ac- Companv has been on the Atlantic coast 1
cepted for general employment at a box | for the past three months recruiting hshfactory and have been taught to run nia- j ernten to go West, calling at Portland,
chines. They have shown themselves to (
Booth bay Harbor and other Maine ports. !
be efficient and are helping out the labor j
He failed to secure any recruits in Maine,
well.
shortage remarkably
but started olf for the Pacific coast with i
15 men he had picked up at Gloucester.
The big steamship Bath was launched !
In former years, tempted by promises of i
from the yard of the Texas Steamship
high wages, many Maine fishermen have :
Co. at Bath last w'eek. She is a general |
out to engage in the Alaskan tish- !
gone
feet
121
long, ,
cargo steamer measuring
but usually have returned before
1eries,
a
has
She
39.5
feet
depth.
Of feet beam,
their expectations not hav1
months,
many
of
10,000
nearly
j
dead weight capacity
been realized.
]
1 ing
ha6
hold
the
and
500,000
tons
cargo
gross
cubic feet of freight and store space.
Lawlessness is said to be increasing
She will burn oil and has a total steam- j
with great rapidity in Germany and in
ing radius of 17,600 miles. She has been j
and it is reported that
requisitioned by the government through Austria-Hungary are
the governments
entirely unable to
the shipping board.
This is a result ot the
prevent thefts.
destitution and people naturally honest,
One of tiie busy shipyards in western
perhaps, are stealing to prevent starvaMaine is that of the Soule Co. at South
tion,
helping themselves particularly to
the
of
in
the
where
days
palmy
Freeport,
j food supplies on the railway trains, a
numerous
marine
merchant
American
form of pillage in which the railway emsquare riggers w'ere built, but which un- ;
are reported to be leading.
til recently has been idle for nearly two | ployees
Three 3,500-tons steamers |
score "years.
Getting Even.
are to be built there this season for the
1

j

government emergency fleet, one being
all framed out and expected to be ready
The
for launching about August 1st.

1 he captain and the mate

on

board the

loggerheads. They
scowled whenever they met, and seized
stretchone
has
been
the
second
keel for
opportunities of scoring off each other
ed, and Contractor Edward Williams is | with fearful glee. Each took a turn at
immediately lo begin laying the launch- , making the day’s entries in the log-book,
ing ways for the third boat, the keel for and the mate, when making his entries
which is also likely to be laid inside of a was
very surprised to find, in the capmonth, it being hoped to have all three tain’s handwriting, the words:
of the crafts in tiie water before snow
“June 2, 1917—Mate drunk.”
flies.
He stared at it wrathfully a moment,
then a slow grin broxe over his face.
Pretty Polly

were

at

■

Sprague's Journal.

He took his pen and wrote:
‘‘June 3, 1917—Captain Sober.”—London Opinion.

The fifth number of volume live of
Sprague’s Journal of Maine History is at
hand. Its leading article is “Loyalists of
the Kennebec and One of Them—John
A PATRIOT’S CREED.
Carleton,” by Rev. Henry O. Thayer of
New York. This is an exceedingly interAn Augusta minister has compiled a
esting sketch of some of those in Maine patriot’s creed that is as good for laymen
who remained loyal to King George dur- and for non-churchmen *as for ministers.
ing the war of the Revolution. It treats The man who pastes it on the door or in
the subject in the light of the 20th cenhis hat and lives by it need have no mistury and is a valuable item. This num- givings as to the quality of his citizenof
index
a
ber also contains
complete
ship or his Christianity. Read it:
this volume, a continuation of Charles A.
I believe in God, my Country and my
of
Index
Revolu“Alphabetical
Flagg’s
Fellow Man.
tionary Pensioners Living in Maine.”
I believe in Democracy, in Nation,
Edgar Crosby Smith’s “Tombstone In- Church and Society.
scriptions,” and other important matters.
I believe in Peace as the purpose of God
and the desire of Men.
I believe in War when men fight fcr
Although it has been the general impression that the farmers in Aroostook Peace, to make Democracy safe for the
county would curtail their potato acreage world.
And therefore as a patriotic citizen of
perhaps as much as 25 per cent this year,
the United States:
on account of the unprofitable season in
I will plant and tend a garden to inIP17, high prices of fertilizer and scarcity
of help, indications are that the acreage crease the supply of food.
I will conserve and preserve in all poswill be nearly or quite up to the normal.
The farmers, it is understood, are taking sible ways.
the view that it is their duty to produce
I will be hopeful, cheerful, brave, in
food in this manner.
face of reverse, sacrifice, sorrow.
I will trust in God, defend my flag, and
J. L. Gammon of Canton secured 23
foxes the past winter, which averaged
about $1.8 each, and also has seven coon
skins, which together made a profitable
winter’s work.

serve

Complete

This does not mean that all of the
people in the great pool are going to
have the same ration, but means that

Gas Range

planning, working, arranging co-operting, being careful, not wasting, saving.

!

a

And it means that each and every
of us has got to help.
Now, we have enough and more than
enough food for ourselves, and the
Government is going to see to it that
we keep here at home a sufficient supply of every essential kind of food to
But over there
support our people.
Lord
they simply have not enough.
Rhondda, the English food controller,
recently cabled the American food administrator, that unless we can send
the allies before the next
uropean
harvest 75,000,000 bushels of wheat in
addition to what had been sent up to
January i of this year he could not
assure
the people of the allies that
they would have a sufficient supply of
food to carry on the war.
one

He did not say anything in ibis cable
about the other food necessary, but
he lias told of these needs in other l
cables—and by his actions in England, j
For example, his latest
regulation
compels a reduction of meat earing jn
to
a
the United Kingdom
maximum of !
one pound per week per person, this
pound including the bone and other
waste parts in the meat as bought in
the

more.

To supply the wheat necessary until
the next harvest, we must reduce our
consumption by from one-fourth to
one-third ; we must cut down our usual
of meats and
iverage consumption
Tats hy from 10 to 15 per cent, and
lairy products by about 10 per cent
Over tliere they are tightening their
oelts and doing everything they can.

They are eating war bread; they are
cutting down their sugar in England
:o two pounds per person per month,
md in France and Italy to one pound—
low much are you eating?—and they
ire using ration cards for most of the
ttaples. We must meet sacrifice with
sacrifice. If we don’t, we are helping
:o lose the war Instead of helping to
irln it

CONSCIENCE AND THE WAR
It is said that Pope Benedict is aboui to
appeal to the universal conscience for the
cessation of the war. With all respect
for the intentions and the benevolence of
the Pope, it must be said that such an appeal is vain, because the universal conscience cannot approve the cessation of
the war until it is won for the cause of
the right. It is impossible to talk in terms
of conscience and of neutrality at the
same time.
The war might have been prevented m
the first place if the German Emperor had
had as much conscience as Prince Lich
and an appeal had been

nowsky had,

mad3 to it. No such conscience existed,
and no such appeal was made. The war
emwas brought on by the conscienceless
peror and his crowd. It has been waged
with as little conscience as it was made.
It has rea hed its bitterest and most critical stage, and now the universal conscience approves its prosecution to the
It would be a coward convery end.
that would approve its

science, indeed,
termination before the defeatof
is accomplished.

Ge rmany

PRESTON’S

MORE WOODEN SHIPS.

'Expansion of the ship building program, to provide for the constru lion of
200 additional wooden vessels, of 4 '00 or
4,700 deadweight tons, ha-; been announce» by Chairman Hurley of the shipping
This will increase to 580 the
board.
number of wooden ships completed, build-

ing

or

planned.

The vessels which will be either of the
Dougherty or the Ballin type, will be
constructed in shipyards already established and will be allotted, Mr. Hurley
said, among yards which are most effiConstruction of the
ciently managed.
ships will be started as soon as vessels
now building are olT the stocks.
The board also decided to authorize the
construction of 25 sea-going new tugs,
increasing to 110 the number of shipcraft now building for the board. The
tugs will be employed in coast traffic, replacing those diverted over seas.
With reopening of the navigation on
the Great Lakes, 34 vessels built there
since last fall were being brought to the
Atlantic and now en route to th3 Atlantic ports or are loading preparatory to
their maiden voyages. They aggregate
approximately 100,000 tons.
Of 23 ships in Lake Yards, scheduled
for completion this month, 16 are so far
advanced that they have begun to take
Three new veson crews and cargoes.
sels with a tonnage of 50,000 have been
allotted by the Bureau of Operations of
the Shipping Board, to the New England
coal carrying trade.

and Transient Stable

Livery, Boarding
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drivers
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The following clubbing offers
one year
The
raid
Journal
to
subscriptions

The

Journal

and Karin and Home,

The Journal and McCall's Magazine.
The Journal and W Oman s Magazine,

;

j

The publications included
clubbing offer may be sent
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$2.00
2.25
2 55
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HAND GOODS of every de~

SECOND
tion.
burniture, bedding, carpets,

etc.
Antique furniture a specialty,
have anything to sell drop me a po6tcn
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS.
Main Street, Be'
64
249-3

Hi!. W. 0. LIBBY.

to difThe war is now the effort of the right
the
of
addresses.
ferent
determination
to find might—the
world’s good to make triumphant war on
Send in your subscription now.
its bad. There have lately been indicaMasonic Temple, Belfast.
tions that the Holy See recognizes this
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C«
fact. It must surely be hard for a great
instrumentality of peace and virtue in
Belfast, Maine.
the world to stand neutral in a struggle
conwanton
against tyranny, oppression,
quest, cruelty, destruction and crime.
When Pope Benedict’s appeal comes, if it
is issued, we hall expect to find in it a
AND
stinging rebuke to the imperial monster
who has ravaged the churches of Bel- ;
BELFAST. MAINE.
gium, France and Italy, who has cruelly
put many priests and nuns to death, who If You Have, the htateirent of this Belfast
Probate', pn
and saw Practice in all Courts.
has wantonly and needlessly destroyed
We have engines, wood saws,
Resident V\ ill Interest You,
that priceless monument to Christ s
i e specialty.
who
frames in stock at reasonable prices.
glory, the Cathedral of Rheims, and
striking
Does your back ache, night and day;
seems to have taken solid glee in
machine company.
THOKNDIKE
rest?
Hinder work; destroy your
down to their death the worshippers dePcrtland, Ifaine.
Does it stab you through and through
voutly bowed in the gloom of the IeneBoston
When you stoop or lift or bend?
brae on Good Friday in Paris.
Then your kidneys may be weak.
Transcript__
Often backache is the clue.
Just to give you further proof,
IT SHOULD MAKE
The kidney action may be wrong.
BROOKS, MAINE.
SEED POTATOES—Irish Cobblers, $1.50
A MILLION FOR HIM
If attention is not paid
for seconds per
for No. ones and $1.00
More distress will soon appear.
of V
and pigs.
Practice in all of the Courts
Headaches, dizzy spells and nerves,
bushel. Also some pressed hay
Cincinnati man discovers drug that loosens
its
ills
acid
and
Uric
GEORGE L. SL1PP.
corns so they lift out.
Make the burden worse and worse.
can’t
Tel.
and
plasters
Liniments
Good news spreads rapidly and drugReach the inward cause at all;
freezgists here are kept busy dispensing
Help the kidneys—use the pills
bath and stab;
of a Cincinnati
Nice rent, six rooms,
one, the recent discovery
Belfast folks have tried and proved.
corn so
be ready for tenant attei
Will
man, which is said to loosen any
believe.
can
required.
What they say you
it lifts out with the fingers.
Read this Belfast woman’s account.
week’s notice. Apply to
little
A quarter of an ounce costs very
doubt.
to
if
wish
notify
ask
you
her,
See her,
but
MRS. J. M. KLETcHEK
We, the undersigned,
at any store which handles drugs,
“I sufMrs. Juiia G. Ferguson says:
that we will close our dental
to rid one s
the
public
153 Main St., Belfast
sufficient
be
to
said
is
this
fered from a dull ache across the small of offices every Saturday at 12 m beginning
or callus.
feet of every hard or soft corn
spells.
occasional
dizzy
C.
I
had
WM.
LlBBtii,
and
back
Mav
11th
tenmy
the
Iim.
You apply just a few drops on
Pills I was May
c w jENNYS,
callus and After using Doan’s Kidney
der, aching corn or toughened
I got Doan’s from A.
E. S. WEBBER,
benefited.
and
soon
greatly
instantly the soreness is relieved
andean
Store
A. M. LOTHROP,
that it A Howes & Co.’s Drug
did
me
the corn or callus is so shriveled
for
they
J. NOYES.
is a
sticky recommend them highly,
lifts out without pain. It
had ever
I
remedy
other
than
sirs,
and more good
when
applied
dries
which
FOUR YEAR OLD jERSEY, good
substance
the sur- used for kidney trouble.”
._
irritates
even
her
myse
or
inflames
Raised
never
t
calve last of the month.
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don simply
Doans
rounding skin.
ask for a kidney remedy—get
Good trade.
FOR
This discovery will prevent thousands
Mrs.
FerguMe
and in- Kidney Pills—the same that
GEO, G. WELLS, Belfast.
of deaths annually from lockjaw
Mfgrs.,
Foster-Milburn Co.,
from the son had.
fection heretofore resulting
Buffalo, N. Y.
corns.

DENTIST,

GEU.t. JOHNSON

SAW WOOD

Attorney at Law

Buy Thrift Stamps

FOR SALE

25ff2_2wl8_

Buy Local Food-

Green’s August Flower
Has been used for ailments that are
caused by a disordered stomach and inacive liver, Euch as sick h*ed£che, consti-

pation,

sour

stomach,

tion, fermentation

of

nervous

indiges-

food, palpitation of

the heart caused by gases in the stomach.

August Flower is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion both in stomach and inmeeting.
Flounders should be plenty and cheap
‘‘How is it with those who have! testines, cleans and sweetens the stomach
along the Maine coast during thejnext neither?" inquired one of the audience.
and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver
few years, judging by the enormous quan‘‘If the gentleman desires to relate his
!
secrete the bile and impurities from
to
tities of “fry” that have been deposited experience, I will cheerfully give way,"
the blood. Sold by-W. O. Poor & Son.
recently between Ocean Point, Booth- was the quick response.
a

Mitchell 21 TrUssell, Belfast

F. W. BROWN, Jr

For Infants and Children

‘‘Before I became an author I had more
money than brains, but now I have more
brains than money," said the speaker at

Makes Cooking Easy”

HAVE VOl) A BAD BACK?

CASTOR IA

Soiry he Spoke.

“

shop.

The allies must have more wheat,
more meat, more fats, more dairy products, more sugar. Their harvests were
very short—France had less than half
her normal crop of wheat—and the
available shipping is small in amount
and constantly being lessened by submarines, so that it is now practically
impossible to use any ships for the long
voyage necessary to bring food from
Australia and other remote markets.
The food must come chiefly from
America. In specific figures it is necessary for us to send to the allies
1,100,000 tons of foodstuffs a month.
This is a great responsibility and a
The food must he
great problem.
found, and also the ships to carry it.
it is being done, but can only continue
to be done by the help and full cooperation of all of ns over our broad
We must produce and save
land.

—

ZE:

the end of
Coal Range

diers—our soldiers and their soldiers—
will be well fed, as they have to be 1
to fight bard and continuously, and ;
that the munitions workers and the 1
workers in all the other necessary inj
dustries, and the men and women at
will
all
home
have enough to keep j
alive and well. It is absolutely necessary to do this If the war is 10 he won, j
and we are going to do it, but it means

my brother to the end.—Kennebec

In Use For Over 30 Years

attached to

we are trying to arrange to
have
enough for everybody, so that the sol- j

Journal.

Maine Teachers.
The shortage of teachers from which
all States are suffering, with a much
more serious shortage probable next fall,
is especially acute in Maine. That comes
about because the tide of teachers, like
the tide of migration generally, is Westward. Maine has long been famed for
training up teachers for other States.
Massachusetts, from our State superinintendent and three of the assistant superintendents of Boston down the whole
list, is full of them.—Boston Herald.

But we are not doing things in that
selfish and suicidal way.
We are trying to make a great common pool of
all of our food, and all of the food of
the allies, and all of the food we can
get from South American and oilier
neutrals, and dividing it up fairly
among America, England, France, Belgium and Italy.

Attorney and Counsellor atLs*

FOR RENT

Notice

lm!8_S.

Children Cry
FLETCHER’S

suicidal habit of cutting

CA3TORIA

Good Cow for Sale

HELP IN 50-50

SW4NVll;Lt.
The ice has gone out and
lead to Swan Lake.

now

all roads

WHEATPROGRAM

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Trundy visited
in Frankfort April 28th.
School in Districts 3 and 5 began April
29th, Miss Alice Towne, teacher.
Mr.

Henry Trundy

guest of his

SAVE and SERVE

Thousands of Retail Grocers Support Food Administration

of Fraukfort is the

Serve your country in its need for coal, and save time,
money and energy with a New Perfection Oil Cook Stove.

Rules.

Chester and family.

son

"The U. S. Fml Adminirtratton authorize* ms la say that H consider* the use of aft cook Homs and
all header* at tide lime a assy Important help In the necesoary conservation of tool for war purposes.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beals are receiv-

ing congratulations. It is

D. P. Palmer-Owen Bros.
MAKING

a

girl—Margaret

,

Mrs. Chester Craney has been ill with
grip. She was attended by Dr. Foster
Small of Belfast.

OVER.

PLEDGE

SIGN

Alice.

The New Perfection is scientifically constructed to produce perfect cooking heat with kerosene—the fuel that is
inexpensive to get and clean and easy to use.
You can do remarkable cooking on the New Perfection, for it
has the exact chimney length (with the long blue chimney) to
give clean, intense h'ea^ that can be perfectly regulated instantly.
3,000,000 in use are proving its worth every day. Cool, clean,

VOLUNTARILY.

DemandWheat Saving Program
Allied Food Shortage Ined
creases—America Must

New

—

The ball game

Oh, the sky is a mirror of things that are,
And of things that can never be;
But its sweet to lie in the long lush grass
While the whispering wind goes wandering past,
And dream of the things you see.

day afternoon,

Brooks and Swanville teams

Will it ever come back to me?

1

1918.

Catarrh Cannot Be Curtd

j|

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and
in order to cure it you must take an inMali’s Catarrh Medicine
ternal remedy,
is taken internally and acts through the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the sysHall’s Catarrh Medicine was pretem.
scribed by one of the best physicians in
this country for years. It is composed of
some of the best tonics known, combined
with some of the best blood purifiers.
The perfect combination of the ingredients in Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is what
produces such wonderfull results in catarrhal conditions. Send for testimonials,
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
All Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s-Family Pills for constipation.

a

Dolten recently visited
Averill in Frankfort.
visited
Chipman of Carmel
reMrs W. H. Atwood,

iam

■

Davis,—Brown,

(George) Kelly of Provibeen the guest of Miss

:;as

maid.
of trankI;. George Ward
town to attend the drama,

Mr. H. M. Chase who has been in failing health for some time developed a
bad case of gangrene and
Dr. Foster
Small had him taken to the Waldo County
Hospital where he amputated the leg
April 27th. Mr. Chase’s wife and daughter Julia accompanied him to Belfast
and his elder daughter, Mrs. F. E. Nickerson, arrived from Everett, Mass., before the operation.
At last accounts
Mr. Chase was doing well.

William Sibley has bought

...

Walter A. Cowan have
residence recently vacat-

Mrs.

Harold Foster has been at home from
Camp Devens for a ten days’ furlough.

the summer.

to

in

move

soon.

E. F. Banton and his son Burton reLewis C. Atwood of
O. W. Ripley of South Montville is cently visited Walter Banton. He is
■ently visited his father,
chairman of the Red Cross committee.
stationed at Fort Preble, Portland.
nod, and his sister, Mrs.
R. N., is taking care
Inez
Miss
Barker,
J. K. Nutter, who has been working on
-at, Jr.
of Mrs. Charles Craig, who is critically the electric cars in Worcester, Mass.,
been
has
who
u les A. Purdy,
has returned home to help his father on
,ill.
the pastorates at the village
Mrs. Cora Goodwin is helping in the the farm.
loeatbeen
has
wood’s Corner,
Mrs. Terry still
for- family of J. H. Terry.
Rev. C. D. Nutter and wife returned to
■sinont and Bucksport in
remains very sick.
their home in Bradford April 26th after
Clifton Morse planted peas, potatoes spending ten days with their parents,
Mrs. A. L. Blaisdell have rebeans April 16th and sowed a piece Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutter.
and
who
Silas
son
their
nter from
oats
of
April 25th.
has
Miss Edith Lawrence and her mother
F. in France. He
e A. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashby Nash have gone to went to Cambridge, Mass., to meet their
: h pneumonia in a French hosdated Tewksbury, Mass., where they both have nephew, Lawrence Clark, who had two
n the letter, which was
convalescing work in an institution.
days’ furlough with friends there recenta. he said he was
Mrs. John W. Tibbetts and son Wesley ly.
led to leave the hospital in
Mrs.

|

!

I

lays.

|

,ih of Charles McDermiott ocnil 25th at his home on the
from stone cutter’s consumpwhich he had been a sulferer
wife he
years. Besides his

j

made

a

recent

| Bangor.
j
;

Mr. and

her

with

Brewer and

with

visit

son

Mrs. Henry

relatives in
Gardner in

KNOX.
Walter Carter has gone to Bangor to
the hospital for an operation.

McCorrison and

Frye, were recent
Sunday guests of George L. ! rye and
laughter, Mrs. Kalph Sanborn : family.
V. and a son Byron, also sevMontville received her honor flag April
The funeral services
\pril 28th and the interment
1 fill Cemeterv

liildren.

iL-i

...

ueu

little

son,

IJ_

Episcopal

appreciated by

a

large

mother that he felt his first
her at this time. The best
many warm friends will go

to
1

nom of the Kelly Hose House,
been opened for Red Cross
h will be for the accommoda-

t

workers in the lower village,
and High school girls and

j

\

The workers at the
ige who have met at the home
W. Shaw during the winter

'■1

meet at the Congregastry Wednesdays, where Red
rk was done .last summer. Mrs.
devoted a large amount of

wifi

j

Milo recently
spent two days at his cottage here.
Business is rushing at the shipyard.
Mr.

John

Perkins of

now

the most worthy cause
be engaged in at this time.
perin 1 elided the surgical dress-

hi

Mr. and Mrs. George McGee were in
Winterport recently to attend the burial
service of their little niece, the daughter
of Miles McGee.

formerly of Sandypoint.
The baked bean supper given by the
Ladies’ Aid in Griffin’s Hall was well attended. After the supper an entertainment for the benefit of the Ked Cross
under the direction of Mrs. L.
was

given
A. Page and

was

WHITE’S CORNER. Winterport.

departments, having
Clements
C. C.
workers four times a week all
26th.
April
She will also have charge of the

"ROSPECr FERRY.
I Avery is working in theSandy-

shipyard.
of Bangor visited his parents,
Mrs. W. H. Ginn.
iin

“p'

i'Sl!,ir

W

H. Harriman was a week-end
"'i'll liis family returning to Rock-

P* Aprii

29th.

Annie Groves and daughter NetWmterport recently visited Mr.
"ra. Fred Johnson.

1

(liillado
'll

and

Everett Hendricka

Belfast April 29th for the
Their many friends wish them
;'u:k and a speedy return.
ai

|

"

ij1 :‘lrsG
j*
ji,f

6ii

Clifford who has been visitGerry Harding returned to
April 27th, where she will visit
Mrs. Ed difford before returnues

Boaton.

was

in

Waterville

Libby and son
Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis visited relatives in Swanville April
C.

he vestry.

;

her sister, Mrs. tverett
few days recently.

Wentworth,

a

Harold Foster of Camp Devens, Mass.,
who has been at home on a ten days’

! furlough,

called

on

friends in town

re-

cently.

INOIN5EN5>fc.

Not Yet Decided.
Tourist—To what do you attribute your

great age?
Oldest Inhabitant—I can’t say yet, sir.
There are several o’ them patent medicine companies a-dickerin’ with me.

Very.
“The ancients thought the world

cabashow
rets,
bridge,
cigarettes,
girls, no moving pictures, no Kaiser Bilk
It must have been, in those days.”

“Well,

home from

Portland,

where he

was

em-

Mrs. Julia White and Miss Erma White
visited Mrs. George Bickford in New-

burg April 28th.

m

Mrs. Sears Littlefield of Weqt Winterol
port is quite ill. Dr. E. C. Newcomb
Newburg is in attendance.
C. O. Whitney and daughter, Mist
WhitAlice, were guests of Miss Mabel
ney

wonder.

They had

no

no

Excitement Proves Fatal.
Lane Recorder—George Holden, an inmate of the home, died Monday as the result of excitement, due to a game of

checkers.

HUMPHREYS’

WITCH HAZEL OINTMEft

Theodore Ritchie has returned to his
ployed.

no

no

no

H.

28th.

was

flat.”

much enjoyed by all.

other

"l!

» *

H

—

(COMPOUND)

For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

Burning.

One application brings relief.
at all druggists

fririn

qrmfliop

C. B. Jewett, with his sons

Bertrand

j

|

pounds.
None of the substitutes should be
a
waste
as
considered
purchase.
There are many household uses for
The eight pounds of cornmeal
each.
can be made Into cornbread, corn muffins or used in the baking of wheat
bread.
Cornstarch is useful In making cus
tard, thickening gravy or may be used
in cake baking. Corn grits fried like
mush forms a delicious dish, or it may
he used in baking corn bread. Rolled
oats are used largely as breakfast porrtdge or in oatmeal cookies or in
making muffins.
Buckwheat flour may he used In
bread making, forming an excellent
of
the
for
substitute
one-quarter
wheat flour, but is especially choice in
the form of buckwheat cakes for
breakfast.
With 11 wheatless meals needed
each week in America to provide
enough wheat for the allies, the Food
Administration believes the substitutes
will all be used to advantage.

I
wntMI.

"~1

and Kenneth and Floyd Larby, motored
to Newport and Detroit April 28th.

Mark Chase of Monroe, who had beer
at the home of his uncle, C. W. Nealey
for several months, was called to report
at Belfast April 29th and left for Camp
Devens.

meet.

meantime America's
meat supply has been greatly
Increased for some months to
come
by the unprecedented
shipping to market of bogs that
averaged 232 pounds each Instead of 203 pounds—the normal.
The United States Food Administration, endeavoring to adjust the international food balance, promptly removed certain
restrictions In this country on
the use of meat and at the same
time asked for a smaller consumption of breadstuffs.
We are asked to observe only
one meatless day each week—
Tuesday. We will have larger
But
meat stocks for awhile.
our bread ration must be held
In

the

William Street, New York.

SICK STOCK
BOOK on treatment of Horae*, Cow*,
Sheep, Don and other animal*, eent
free.
Humphrey*’ Homeopathic Vet.
erinary Medicine*, 186 WlMamSt, N. Y.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

|

quarries,
Factory

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

Brooks, to Affie M. ;
Crockett,do; land and buildings in Brooks.
Martha J. Otis, Belfast, et al., to Mel-

and

Waldo.

Black, Melrose, Mass., to
Trimm, Islesboro; land in Isles-

Edward D.

Unity.
Winnecoolc.

Burnham, arrive.

Bangor.

Clinton.
Fairfield.
Waterville.
Portland..

to W. D. San-

ford, Liberty; land in Liberty.
George Woods, Searsmont, to

Knox.
Thorndike.

Undeveloped Water Power

I

Cargill, Pittsfield,

Brooks

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

boro.

G. H.

Citypoint..,.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

John L. Shortall, Chicago, 111., to Melvin R. Trimm, Islesboro; land in Isles-

Melvin R.

Belfast depart.

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OE THE

Isles-

boro.

FROM

Boston, p

Knox.
Brooks.

to

MAINE

CENTRAL

minimum.
In altering Its food conservation program the Food Administration emphasizes that the
food situation is of necessity,
radical
changes,
to
subject
caused by crop conditions at
home and abroad and by the

et

al, Palermo;

land and

buildings in Palermo.
Jennie A. Moore, Stockton Springs, to
Clifford N. Staples, do; land in Stockton
Springs.
U. A.

precarious transportation problem, both l£ overseas shippingand in America’s overburdened
transportation system.
The Food Administration will

keep the American people fully
and frankly advised of each
change in the developing situation that they may know definitely the part their food sac•iflces play In the world war
I_;___

NORTH

ISLESBORO.

Bert Coombs and family have arrived
from Boston to make their home in town.
Miss Nellie Rose has been a week-end
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Larrabee at Hughes
Point.
returned from

Mrs. Joseph McLaughlin
Framingham, Mass., April 25tb, where
she had employment during the winter

carefully

mated

birds

selected

I

29
37
45
00
10
20

For Sale
ONE STEAM

I

4 H. P.

Engine

IN GOOD CONDITION

INQUIRE AT THE

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
S. Shipping Board free navigation school
Rockland trains seamen for officers' berths
Short cut to the
new Merchant Marine.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL OFFICE

U
at
in

experience required.
bridge.
years'
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks.
Military exemption. Apply at
tfl4
The general farmer has to deal quite school, Federal Building, Rockland.
largely with quantity, while the gardener
or even the tiucker not only considers

Main street, Belfast, Maine.

4
4
r4
5
<5
t5
5

AND STEAM PUMP

Ernest L. Sprague, Islesboro, to Emory
B. Williams, do; land and buildings in

Orrine has been uniformly successful
in restoring victims of the “Drink Habit”
into sober and useful citizens. If, after
a trial, you get no benefit, ydur money
will be refunded. It is a simple home
treatment. No sanitarium expense. No
loss of time.
Orrine No. 1, secret treatment; No. 2,
voluntary treatment. Costs only $1.00 a
box. Ask for booklet. Read & Hills,

f4 20

Male Help Wanted.

Knox.

ORRINE FOR
DRINK HABIT

3 33
1 45
t3 40
3 53
4 10

E. L.. C0LC0R0, Ballast, We.

Daggett et al, do;
Thorndike.
George E. Littlefield, Knox, to Chas. T.
Littlefield, Belfast; land and buildings in

yield, but also earliness, appearance and
quality. His soil must contain in available form the right amount of plant food
This is one
to produce rapid growth.
great essential in the production of early
vegetables of high quality. The system
of cropping is intensive, and the returns
justify expensive soil treatment. Ordinarily, liberal amounts of various plant
foods can be supplied in the form of manure and complete commercial fertilizers.
For the home garden the soil is benefited
by liberal fertilization, irrespective of its
composition. This fertilization supplies
for the various vegetables plant food for
maximum yields of first class quality.—
The New England Homestead.

10 10
10 17
10 27
10 50
111 00
11 30
11 45
111 £5
12 25
'12 40
il 05
1 20

for

their prolific laying qualities, vigor and beauty,
as my birds have won scores of ribbons and
several silver cups for the last ten years at all
the leading poultry shows Of the State, also at
Brockton Fair, Brockton, Mass.' From our
White Wyandottes eggs are $3.00 per setting
of 15 eggs; $10 00 per 100 eggs, and Day Old
Chicks, 20c. each. Fr< m my Barred Rocks
eggs $2.00 per setting of 16 eggs or $8.00. per
100 eggs; Day Old Chicks, April Chicks, 20c,
each; May and June, 18c. each. My prices
will be found extremely low considering quality. Write for circular or phone

to Aaron J.
land and buildings in

Fertilize Garden Liberally.

CO

12 40

*9 45
25
9 50
Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
c—Stops to leave passengers.
Unlimited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.33 from Belfast,
M. L. HARRIS,

|

Day Old ( hicks

From

Ward, Thorndike,

Islesboro.

AM

9

General Passenger Ageni.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
Genera! M»naare~, Portland Maine.

erty.

Black,

19 10
9 25

Citypoint.

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Willis J. Knowlton, Liberty to George
A. Sprague et al, Searsmont; land in Lib-

John R.

7 31
8 35

Waldo. 19 35

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Augustine F. Hahn, Lincolnville, to
John F. Clark, do; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
Andrew B. McGown, Worcester, Mass.,
to Edward S.Calderwood, Roxbury.Mass. ;
land and buildings in Searsport.
Surmandel %K. Richards, Belfast, to
Frank B. Flagg, do; land and buildings in

Portland.

7 00

Winnecook. 18 45
8 54
Unity
T1 orndike. 9 02

invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
or

3(0

Clinton.
Burnham, leave.

are

MAINE CENTRAL,

Boston.

AM

^Communications regarding locations

Frank

1 45
1 57
t2 09
2 15
2 24
i2 33
2 45
5 35
5 38
'5 49
3 19
5 55
9 20

BELFAST

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 6 50
Fairfield. 7 21

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

mont.

135

PM

Good Farming Land

Alfred G. Hills, Union, to S. W. Paul,
Searsmont; land and buildings in Sears-

The Inhabitants of Palermo, to S. F.
Greeley, Palermo; land in Palermo.
William R. Osgood, et al, China, to

I’M

1 30
t

AM

Belfast.

fast.

..

TO

AND

Banks; land in Searsmont.
Walter F. Woodbury, Belfast, to Minnie E. French, do; land and buildings in

Carleton Doak, Belfast, to Joseph S.
Decrow, do; land and buildings in Bel-

m.

7 00
|7 05
t7 15
7 27
17 39
7 45
7 53
18 03
8 15
12 05
8 34
c8 44
8 49
11 45
3 30

Unlimited Raw Material

Willis A.

Lizzie F. Brown, Liberty, to B.
Brown, do; land in Liberty.

BELFAST
AM

Charles F. Fogg,

boro.

lows:

for Summer Hotels

1

vin R. Trimm, Islesboro; land in

after Jan. 20, 1918, trains connecting
and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as fol-

at Burnnam

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

Maudie A. Carter, Belfast, to Alfred
Newhall, do; land and buildings in Bel-

fast.

BhLFAST AND BURNHAM
On and

Locations

of Deeds for the week ending April 30th,
1918:
T.

Maine Central R. R.

I

were

to a

Miss Edmia Pendleton arrived April 27th,
having been away during the winter.

Rnmphreya’ Romeo. Medicine Company

,

OIL COSTOVES

Belfast.
The allied nations have made
further increased demands on
demands
us
for
breadstuff's
that Americans are obligated to

Mrs. Alton Hatch has been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adin Moody.

156

NEW PERFECTION

OYi'hn.

by tlie consumer.
Where necessity is shown specially
prepared infant's and Invalid's food
containing flour may be sold.
That the approved substitutes may
be assorted Is a fact many grocers
and housewives overlooked for a time.
For instance, if a customer wishes to
buy a 24 pound sack of flour the necessary substitutes might he assorted
as follows: Corumeal, 8 pounds; corn
grits, 4 pounds; rice, 4 pounds; buckwheat, 2 pounds; cornstarch, 1 pound;
hominy, 2 pounds; rolled oats, 3

Seed Free Sample ai Ointment la

in North Newburg recently.

heat.

|

Where any flour contains 50
per cent, or less of wheat it may be
Where
sold without any substitutes.
the flour is mixed at the rate of 60
per cent, wheat and 40 per cent, of
other ingredients an additional 20 per
cent, of substitutes must be purchased

UOC

ciating.

’Ids,

[

Edgar Wing of Albion

Mrs. Robert Hanson passed away April
One hundred and fifty men are employed
: 20th after a long illness.
Her funeral
there at this date.
was held April 22nd at the Stream schoolMrs. Carrie Healey and son, Stanley
house, Rev. E. Harris of Thorndike offireHealey, were at home from Bangor

setts. Mrs. Nichols was Miss Lelia Black,

supervision

Eaton.

iik

Mrs.

OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

tion.

—

few days.

a

Niles, Mrs. H. A. Ryder and

der the

!

Ur.
for

The work
of Mrs.

willing to help.

.re

|

|

W. B. French has been in Boston

Friends in town extend congratulations
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Nichols, who
who were married recently in Massachu-

s.ir

1

and

gives best results—every
drop clean

Graham and whole wheat flour constitute an exception to the national
regulation. Either of these commodities may he sold at the ratio of three
pounds to five pounds of wheat flour—
that Is, five pounds of graham or
wheat flour counts the same as three
pounds of the usual wheat flour.

Mrs. William McNeil of Belfast visited

cently for the week-end.

his departure.

n

stopping at Fred Elkins’.

are

Mr.

—

(lie church members and othI in the welfare of the church.
rstood that owing to the ill

n

and

SANDYPOINT.

since

church

and at Ellingwood’s Corner,
was

Mr. and Mrs. Will Phair have returned

I turned home.

witn

not to return here. He laborin the churches of his pasrk

Stanley

visited recently at Harvey Shible’s.
18th for over subscription to the third |
Mrs. Clifton Morse, who has been takLiberty Loan, exceeding about $2,000,
and still coming in.
i ing care of Mrs. Ernest Raven, has re-

Ces, who has been pastor of
list

i

W. Nutter, who broke one bone in
his leg, is doing as well as can be exMr. and Mrs. Thomas Thompson have
their new house all boarded and expect

now.

corn

J.

horse to S. S. Erskine.

'STANDARD

SO-CO-NY
Kerosene

I

flour,
been provided: Cornmeal,
edible cornstarch, hominy, corn grits,
barley Hour, potato flour, sweet potato
flour, soya bean flour, Feterita flour
and meals, rice, rice flour, oatmeal,
rolled ojits and buckwheat flour.

pected.

Walter H. Atwood have
where he has accepted

*

no reg
modities. There is, of. course,
to
ulation demanding the consumer
all.
buy wheat flour at
wide variety of substitutes has
A

auto.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Soule are spenda few weeks at Mr. E. F. Banton’s.

Clement has sold his driving

Penson

port,
r

new

Water

Heater.

weight

ing

CFNTF.K MONTVILLE.

rank French.

)

a

are

wheat program.
now requirEach dour customer Is
cereal substied to buy one pound of
of wheat flour.
tute for every pound
kind or
The substitute may be of one
assorted. This 50-50 sale is made by
and not by value of the com-

NORTH MONTV1LLE.

t oiks.
Mrs.

Hazel Nickerson met with a peculiar
accident. She was bringing a glass jar
of pickles from the cellar and stumbled
when part way up the stairs andf >11
breaking the jar, and cutting her wrist
on the broken
glass. The cord to the
thumb was severed and the big artery
barely escaped. Dr. Foster Small was
called to dress the wound and she is doing finely at the present writing.

Order New Perfection

Avoid delay.

already displaying
Many
wheat savtheir Food Administration
that they have signing pledge cards,
out the new
ed. agreeing to garry
stores

She was accompanied by her
niece, Miss Alice Young, who returned
April 29th.

But it makes you over to lie in the grass
\nd to watch the clouds go wandering past
While you dream of the things you see.

sene

Made in 1,2, 3 and 4-bumer sizes, with or without cabinet top.
Also 4-burner stove with heat-retaining oven and cabinet complete.

Food

reg-.
task the Ameriulatious is a war time
shouldered.
can
grocer has gladly

summer.

that are,
ft, the sky is a mirror of things
And things that can never be;

1,‘rnaUi has returned from
,r with friends.

Explaining the United States
Administration’s new 50-50 wheat

Mrs. Sarah Crockett of Portland arI rived April 27th and will be the guest of
| her sister, Mrs. Luella Nickerson, for the

The evening sky is a harbor of dreams
Painted in gray and gold.
With a poppy for sleep in the setting sun,
And stars for ships when night’s begun
And evening dew is cold.

the New Perfection Kero-

convenient

The Sunday school was reorganized
April 28th, with Mrs. Edgar Robertson,
Supt., Mrs. C. R. Nickerson, Librarian,
Miss Celia Nickerson, Sec’y and Treas.
They will meet at 2 p. m.

The sky at noon is love’s wide
That laps a distant shore;
That cloud up there is a wishing-boat,
I filled it with wishes and set it afloat,—

in
Young 1ms been visiting

Feed Fighters.

by

and her sister Celia.

sea

IMERI’ORT.

was won

the Swanville boys.
Miss Vina Nickerson who has returned
from the winter in the South is the guest
of her mother, Mrs.
Mary F. Nickerson

Clouds of morning are days gone by.
And turreted castles stand
On the smoky gray horizon line
Where the wind is rocking a lonely pine—
In childhood’s fairyland.

Dorcas Ann

the heights last SaturApril 27th, between the
on

Aik you r
dealer about

Two

BELFAST, MAINE.

sea

Woman Wants}

TRUCKING

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Eurniture and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to mv equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner of
cern.
Main and Cross streets, and they will re.
ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
t26

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

HORSE FOR SALE
apply to

A.gS. HEAL,

Belfast, Maine,

CHICHESTER S PILLS
A\

Vies.

the diamond brand,
Ladles! Ask your Drunkt for

a

Dla.’aondTlrmul/A\
[- C'hl-ekes>ter*Sand
Void nietallicVy /
]>llls in Red
boxes, sealed with

Blue

Ribbon.

E&EL'fiEkSSUbBMH
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS
years known as Best, Safest, Always

for 25
Reliable

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EV ERYWHERE

I
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops!
ulceration
and
inflamI
pelvic catarrh,

■nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, I
sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL I
Hu extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Saauple Free. 50c. all dmegitts. or postpaid by I
\^ma3. The Paxton ToiletjCompAny. Boston, Mam.

LOST
Deposit Book No. 2659 issued by Waldo
Trust Company, Belfast.
Finder will
please return same to
T. FRANK PARKER,
Treasurer.
Belfast, April 27, 1918-3wl8

WANTED
About the middle of May a cook for
officers’ table at the Connecticut School
for Boys, Meriden, Conn. Institutional
A capable,
experience not necessary.
plain cook of good character will do. No
bread making. Wages $45 per month. For
further details address
SUPERINTENDENT BOX 706.

SEARSPORT.
Belfast and
Motor-bus service between
Monday.
resumed
was
Bangor
of Bangor was reMrs. S. L. Chilcott
LeRoy Dow.
Mrs.
of
cently the guest
are guests
Mr and Mrs. L. M. Sargent
of New
Hersey
Fred
Mrs.
of Mr. and
York.
Friday
Otto Vaughn of Belfast spent
Donald
and Saturday with his brother,
W. Vaughn.
to attend
James H. Duncan left Monday

Conference, held

the.Congregational State

at Dover, May 7-9.
and Mrs.
Mrs C. E. Adams, Mr.
Williams
Gilkey and Miss Edith
Saturday in Bangor.
Capt. and hfrs. Scott Blanchard
ft. Y.,
ene Nichols* of Brooklyn,
named their little son, Scott, Jr.

Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson left Tuesday
brother, Mr. Leonard R. Clifford and family for a fortnight in FitchMr. Clifford has been an inest son, Bela, was one of the men receiv- burg, Mass.
the past winter, most of the
valid
during
at
commission
Camp
a
lieutenant’s
ing
the bed
Before entering the service time being confined to
Devens.
The government is now furui-hinP the
Lieut. Norton was a student of Bowdoin
to
College where he had received many requisite gauze for surgical dres.i.u:s
Red
honors. Mr. Norton is at present chap- every chapter and branch of the
lain of the State’s prison at Thomaston. Cross, and demanding a prompt utilizaa
tion; therefore it is expected that large
The remains of Mrs. Mary G. Moore
next Friday at
be
will
present
number
were brought to Searsport, April 12, foi
the work room of the order.
interment in Mt. Hope Cemetery. Mrs.
Miss Elsie Noble underwent an operaJacol
of
Moore was the oldest daughter
at the Russell hospital in
Hartshorn and Martha Ann Eames, -and tion on Monday
the removal of a gall-stone
for
Brewer
In
1845.
was born in Swanville, May 13,
reand the appendix. Mrs. Noble will
September, 1882, she married George W.
is
her
daughter
while
the city
Moore of Presque Isle, and for thirty main in
The patient had
the
to
confined
hospital.
town.
that
in
home
years they made their
rallied from the anaesthetic, and was apShe leaves two brothers, George H.
doing well when her father left
parently
A.
Charles
and
Eames of Tacoma, Wash.,
for
home.
Eames of Searsport; also a sister, Mrs.
Heartfelt sympathy is extended to
Caro E. Rice of Chelsea, Mass. The reMrs. Elden Pendleton and family in the
mains were accompanied by Mrs. Ric«
loss of a devoted husband and indulgent
and Mrs. Stevens of Oakland, Me.
The many friends of Rev. H. W. Norton, former pastor of the M. E. church,
will be interested to learn that his young-

E. W.

spent
(Lewhave

of Milo
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Howe
Mrs. f
and
Mr.
of
the
guests
have been
Swan
at
cottage
E. Whitci mb at their

The chapter room
Wednesday and Friday afternoons.
During the past week an attractive display of the work has beer
shown in one of the big windows in thf
C. O. Sawyer store. Three patchwork
quilts, large size, nine small quilts, twc
afghans, knitted articles and gauze dressings all bearing the official stamp have
attracted much attention and brought
the work before the general public. Monday a shipment was made and new artiAn afghan made by the
cles displayed.
Harbor branch deserves special mention
A large
for its artistic arrangement.
white, central square is decorated with

to visit her

Sunday, after years of intense
parent,
suffering from an intestinal trouble. At
this writing (Monday) preparations are
being made for the funeral, at the family
home on Cape Jellison, Rev. Mr. Martin
on

Red Cross Notes.

is

Lake.
to her
Mrs. Rufus Fcwler has returned
sevhome in New York after spending
George
Mrs.
her
with
niece,
eral months
L. Merrill.

and
Capt. and Mrs. Nathan Gilkey
the
have
spent
who
daughter Henrietta,
their
past winter in Boston, have opened
house for the summer.
the
Henry McCaslin has purchased
street,
Reservoir
on
Loomis Eames place
will
and after repairing and renovating
home.
his
present
move from

now

open

office used as
The rooms over,the post
the win- the Red Cross emblem and the words,
Red Cross headquarters during
Searsport Harbor, in cross stitch.
as an apartment
arranged
be
to
are
ter
Blee.
L;ila
A letter received by Mrs. Nehemiah
and occupied by Mrs.
who for three
months has been in France gives an interesting description of the country

Utu Camp Fire held its weekly meeting
Wentworth.
at the home of Miss Gertrude
a
The group are at present working upon
quilt for the Red Cross.

Roulstone

from

her

sen

of Searsport officiating.
i

Mr. John M. McLaughlin has at presjitnies on the road. One leaves
Belfast for Bangor at 7 a. m. daily, and

ent four

starts from Bangor for Belfast at 8 a.
m.
Another leaves Belfast every morning for Sandypoint returning to Belfast
at night, thus accommodating the men
living in Stockton village, who are workone

ing in the Sandypoint shipyard.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat were in
Sandypoint last Saturday to hear the
noonday addriss delivered at the Sandypoint shipyard by Jack Evans, a Canad! ian, who told of his experiences while a
prisoner within the German lines for six
A recital of hard usage,
poor food and constant hunger-—as he
termed it, “My experience in hell.”
weeks in 1916.

through which our boys are passing.
large patchwork
Roulstone writes: “WTe had a
Sergeant
Ellsto
called
was
Mrs. C. L. Bailey
(we get one about every
off
yesterday
day
the
worth on Thursday of last week by
ten days) and visited an old cathedral
C.
R.
Bonsey,
Mrs.
her
mother,
illness of
This is one of the
Tues- built in the year 900.
and remained until the following
oldest in France, and it certainly was a
day.
treat. We went all over it and also into
E. J. Wentworth left Monday tor Portthe tow-er which is about 190 feet high.
land where he will represent Searsport
for miles around and it is a
& One could see
R. A. Chapter and Mariners Lodge, F.
beautiful country-. We had glasses and
M., at the sessions of the Grand Masonic
and

Admission to entertainment, ten^cents.
Let the patronage be generous, considering the present urgency of the call for

bodies.

funds to forward the good work.

the small towns for miles
A great deal of
canals.
freight is handled by these canals, that
is slow freight, as the government is
using the railroads to full capacity. I am
could

follow

see

the

Mrs. Andrew McGowan of Brookline
Mcspent the week-end in town. The
has
Gowan bungalow at Pleasant Point
CalderEdward
to
Mrs.
sold
recently been
getting trips out into the country now.
wood of Roxbury.
It is quite hilly and verV beautiful, and
of
believe me we get some views on these
Rev. Nathaniel F. Atwood, pastor
WTe see many wonderful old chathe M. E. Church, occupied his pulpit trips.

Sunday, returning to the Theological
is
Seminary on Monday. Mrs. Atwood
at
the
established
parsonage.
Beginning this week the E. S- S.
steamers will call at this port on
Steamers
way to and from Boston.
in
gor and Rockland are on the route
of the Belfast

and

Lincoln R.

Co.

s

their
Ban-

place

Camden.

Colcord

of

Washington

spoke in Philadelphia Saturday evening,
April 27th, before the American Academy
of Political and Social Science and the
following Sunday addressed the V M C.
A. in Philadelphia.

Capt. and Mrs. Everett Soule and Mr.
Thatcher Soule of Freeport arrived in
Mrs. Soule
town Sunday by automobile.

j

The Fed Cross entertairment,furnished
by the school children and the Camp
Fire Girls, will be given irr Denslow hall,
(Thursday) evening, followed by

this

Military Whist—25 tables—and

a

food

Refreshments will also be served.

sale.

Mr. John H. Wardell has moved his
more commodious and con-

newstand into

Tuesday afternoon at the called by business.
home of Mrs. Alfred B. Pendleton. The
Miss Edna Griffin of Park is again emfirst prize, a candle holder, was won by
by Mrs. Emma M. Prescott, as
ployed
Mrs. Harry Perry, and Mrs. William
her assistant milliner.
Goodell was consoled with a tiny needle !
Work on the roads throughout town
case.
Light refreshments were served, j
commenced April 6th, the frost being:
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement are plan- j
mostly out of the ground.

ning

on

to arrive in town about

May

20th

Florfrom their winter home in Daytona,
Mr. Clement writes that the illness
ida.

j

Mr. J. L. Lancaster is at present

proud
Citizens of Searsport
that the town has more

nounce

than

Mr. Lewis P. Clifford met with

very

Frank H. Lane returned to Augusta
Monday after spending a few days with
his family.
Mr. Hiram Clemens, who has been very
throat trouble, is reported
a

sick with

much better.

em-

ployed by the Sandypoint Shipbuilding
at Sandypoint.
Corporation
of
Arthur
Hopkins
of their guest, Mrs.
Mrs. Henry S. Moulton was the weekthe
Brewer, has prevented their coming
end
seasons.
guest of her daughter and husband,
at
former
as
firsi of the month
Fred Black, in Sandypoint.
to an- Mr. and Mrs.
are

Mrs.

Weeks of the Bangor hospital is caring
for her.

Stanley J. Roberts has purchased a
pair of large work horses of Dr. W. L.
West of Belfast.
P. H. Grant and family and Miss Ethel
! Cochrane motored to Thomaston via

■

an ac-

Frankfort, Sunday.

which crushed two fingers of the
Raymond L. Merritt, who has been in
doubled the quota of subscriptions for cident
badly in the Lawrence ; Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., has been
hand
quite
an honor
right
to
entitled
is
and
Liberty Bonds
the Canning Factory, last Saturday.
transferred to the regular army at Camp
star on the Loan Flag, flying over
is steadily Mills, Long Island, N. Y. The boys exThe
the
shipyard
in
village
apporBank.
Work
National
Searsport
new vessel is half pect to go across as soon as their outfits
tionment for the town was $26,200 and going forward.. The
in frame, and the keel for the third will are ready.
the amount raised $54,000.
soon be laid, both being already sold.
Mr. Ernest L. Towers of Exeter, Me.,
The auction of the household furnishwho have Dist. Supt. of schools in Brooks and the
Fred
Hodgdon
Mrs.
and
and
Mr.
Augusta
late
Loomis
the
of
ings
of Mrs. surrounding towns,has been in town visitFrench Eames held on Friday drew a been occupying the chambers
to ing schools.
He is teaching at Exeter
crowd of purchasers. Fully an hour be- Carrie A. Gardner’s house, returned
sumfor
the
but will be here again the
Jellison
on
first
the
for
home
the
Cape
present
their
Kane
up
put
fore Auctioneer
last week of this month and will move his
article the street was lined with teams mer.
here July 1st.
and cars. A few pieces of old mahogany
Mrs. Alice T. Doe arrived home last family
Tonight (Thursday) a concert and inSaturday morning from her usual winter
her terpretation of the European War play,
with
is
and
in
Boston,
employment
the “The Wrongs of War,” in four acts, will
mother, Mrs. James M. Treat, for
be given in Union Hall by Miss Farie
summer.
Hadley. Part of the proceeds
Charlotte
Capt. Charles P. Staples arrived, home
will be given to the orphan children of
Webber and daughter
Mrs.
season.
on
furlough
from New, York, April 29th,
A dance follows the play,
Valma are expected soon after the close from his position on the shipping board, France.
furnished
by Toziers orchestra.
which
Miss
music
of
school
of the Cony High
during the
hoping to remain in town
V
Webber is a pupil.
summer.
added to the zest of bidding.

Mrs. Eliza Pattee who has spent the
past winter in Augusta with her daughter, Mrs. S. M. Webber, returned Saturday and has opened her house for the

The Senior Class of

the

bearsport mgn

school numbers only four pupils but an
attractive and interesting graduation
program is planned and the following
class parts have been assigned: Valedictory, James Lombard; salutatory, Robert
Coleman; history and prophecy, Mary
Innman; presentation of gifts, Myrtle
Closson.

Tonight at Union Hall, through the
kindness of Manager Green, a benefit film
will be shown for the Village Improvement Society. The film will feature Viola
Dana in God’s Law and Man’s. Following this five reel story an educational picture will be shown. The proceeds of the
evening will be used toward the exsepense of the new scenery recently
cured for the hall.
The display of millinery conducted by
the E. K. Brier Company of Belfast May
1-3 at the rooms formerly occupied by
Mrs. Oliver Atwood was much admired.
A number of extremely pretty models

Mrs. E. W. Lawrence of Rockland and
and Mrs.
was the guest of Mr.
Wm. Avery for several days last week,
Friday for her summer place in
Florida

leaving
Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Treat called Saturday upon Mrs. Flavius Hopkins in Prospect, and on reaching home received a
call from her cousin, Mr. Will Killman of

Prospect.
Mrs. Lizzie Crawford,who has been absent on a visit for six weeks,has returned
to her usual place with Mrs. W. H. Morri-

by whom she has been employed for
the past six months.
Mrs. Grace W. Britto after spending a
delightful winter in Boston arrived Monday night from Bath for a brief visit with
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, and after

son

three days will be in her
least a week.
Mr. Harold Hawes

own

house for at

delighted

his friends

and relatives by calls on Monday, walkfrom home on bis two crutches. It
ing
were shown both in the practical "sport”
is four months since the accident ocand dressier styles. Mrs. E. K. Downs
curred in the shipyard saw-mill, which
was in charge of the display and while in
him.
town waa the guest of Mrs. C. N. Myers. incapacitated

A POWERFUL AID

feel sluggish and
tired and indifferent,
you have the first symptoms
of declining strength and your
system positively needs the
special nutritive food-tonic in
When

you

nervous,

SCOTTS
EMULSION
to

replenish

your blood power,

enliven its circulation and bring
back the snap and elasticity of
good health. Scott’s Emulsion
supplies Nature with the correct
building-food which is better
than any drugs, pills or
i alcoholic mixtures.

The Norwegian cod liver oil h
SceWs Basnbisn ia now refined in car
own American laboratories which
makes it pnra and palatable.

-tBBtt'wiiiiinsiiiiimSfiir-

Hodge Brothers

mas and 1 afghan which was made and
given to the Red Cross by the Camp Fire
Girls.
The Red Cross have 800 (4x4)
compresses on hand which are to be
shipped at a later date.

OtisT. Hamlin died Thursday, April
24th, at 4 a. m., at the home of his son in

CONVERTIDLE CAR

at the age of 75 years. Mr. Hamlin was born in Brooks where he lived
the most of his life going to Knox to live
with his son a few years ago. He leaves

Knox,

to mourn his loss

a

widow and two sons,

The eagerness to own the car is greattoday than it ever has been.

Herbert J. of Knox and Berton R. of
Etna, Me.; also several grandchildren.
Interment was made in the family lot at
the Reynolds yard in South Brooks.

er

With nothing but good will toward them
in American homes, how could Dodge
Brothers do less than they have done?

Theatre Co. opened
Crockett’s Theatre for the summer season last Saturday
night, playing to a
large audience, the prices being the same
as before.
L. W. Carroll, general manager of the company, was present and apologized for not having a better program.
Stingaree and late war news are booked
for Saturday night with fine additional
reels. Mr. Carroll spoke very highly of
the first of the Great Paralta plays which
will be shown Wednesday, May 15th, at a
little advance in prices. The scenes of
this feature, Madam Who, are laid in
the South and it is Harold McGrath’s
greatest romantic adventure story. Mr.
Guy A. Prime conducted a dance after the
pictures which was well patronized. Mr.
Carroll returned to Bangor Sunday by
auto.
The Interstate

Nothing has checked or hindered for
much as a single week, the continued
bestowal of this recogniiion and reward.

s"

It will pay you

*

to

visit

us

and examine this

car.

The gasoline consumption is unusually low.
The tire mileage is unusually high.

“There is a reaper whose name is Death
And with his sickle keen
He reaps the bearded grain at a breath
And the flowers that grow between.
This reaper has come to Happy Valley
Chapter O. E. S. and removed one of our
oldest members, Isaac S. Staples. As a
Chapter we mourn his loss and
Resolve, That 1st, we so/row, but are
thankful he h^s been spared so long to
cheer by his presence, and guide by his
counsel.
2nd, We extend our heartfelt sympathy to the f:.milv and as a Chapter.

Belfast Foundry & Machine Co.
75 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

Tel. 378-11

We share our mutual woes
Our mutual burdens bear,
And often for each other flows
The sympathizing tear.
3rd, We present a copy of these resolutions to the family, a copy to be spread
a
copy sent to the
on the records and
paper.
Mrs, W. E. Streeter, I Committee
on
Mrs. I. .1. BOODY.
Wii.lard E. Streeter, ) Resolutions.

[

The Brooss

(

rire

ompany called

a

meeting April 29th to re-elect officers.
The following officers were elected: Eire
Chief, E. C. Boody; Captain, P. H. Grant;
1st Engineer, G. C. Goddard; 2nd Engineer, L. I. Staples; 3rd, L. E. Godding;
4th Engineer, W. S. Jones; Hosemen, M.
S. Ellis, Maurice Hall, E. G. Cox and
Guy Prime as nozzlemen, Herbert Ellis,

venient quarters in the Bank block, second floor, the entrance being directly at
the head of the stairs. He occupies j
>
three rooms which accommodate very
nicely his soda-fountain and ice cream Leon Hall, Walter Jones and Chas. W
patrons, who are many, especially on Ryder as hosemen. A.*B. Payson and E.
Saturday evening after the moving pic- ! G. Roberts, foremen of hose. C. D. Varteaux, all of them closed. It is interest! tures.
ney was appointed as the foreman of the
ing work as we have high power trucks
Hook and Ladder Co. and he appointed
all
in
We
hills.
go
the
mind
not
do
that
the following laddermen: Chas. Jenkens,
bK( OKS,
directions and see a lot of the country.
George Ryder, Lindlev Bowen, Guy Brad! ford, Cecil Crockett, Elbert Moulton,
Fifteen or twenty of these big trucks
C. A. Lane has been in Augusta for a j Wm. Austin and Ernest Stimpson. W.
make quite a pretty sight on the road;
S. Jones, C. O. Varney and G. C. Godfew days.
but Ma's wood pile would be the most
dard were appointed to draw up the byMrs. Lfiie Jenkins spent the week-end ] laws suitable for the company
The fire
attractive thing I could see just now even
engine arrived last week and is a fine
in Waterville.
if there were 100,000 cords of wood there
steamer in every way, weighing around
Nehemiah.”
Love to all.
Alton Pilley of Dexter speivt the week- 3 tons and in perfect working order. Mr.
end with his cousin, Albert Pille>
Fillent of Nashua, N. H., has been in
town several days instructing the engiSTOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Cox have begun
neers.
The engine was given a trial Sathousekeeping in the W. S. Jones house.
urday afternoon and will throw three
Dr. H. E. Small was a business guest
streams
of water about two feet over the
Clifton P. Roberts, B. H. S. ’17, leaves
church steeple.
Some over seven hunin Bangor, Monday.
town Monday to teach in northern Maine.
dred feet of new hose has been purchased
in
especially
are
bud,
already
The trees
Rev. Willard E. Streeter attended the and there seems to be no reason why
Brooks has not a fine fire fighting apthe red maples, willows and birches.
convention in Foxcroft this week.

church
(Amy Watefhousei remained as the guest j
Monday afternoon gave us the first
Wna. C. Austin recently caught several
:
of Miss Georgia Ford, Capt. and Mr.
genuine thunder shower of the season.
line salmon and a large trout in Swan
to
Cherrvlield
Jtnule continuing
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morrison left Lake.
The White Elephant Auction Club was Wednesday for Boston, where he was
ill. Miss
Kate A. Lane is
entertained

Red Cross Notes May 2nd, Brooka
Auxiliary of A. R. C. tent the following
articles to headquarters: 1 large quilt, 4
infant quilts, 7 sweaters, 1 helmet, 7 pr.
wristlets, 36 pr. service socks, 6 pr. paja-

$4.50

$4.50

“ELECTRIC

IRONS

paratus.

BELFAST PRICE

Lighten “Tuesday’s Burden”

CUBRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PAID

PRODUCE MARKET.

PRODUCER.

14 OC
Apples,per bbl,2 00a 300 Hay.
"
13
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
30
8 50 Lamb,
Beane, pea,
l.E0a2.00
50
Lamb
8
Skins,
Y.
E.t
Beans,
18
Butter.
45a50, Mutton.
98
12al3 0ats. 32 lb.,
Beef, sides.
100
12
Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
22
00 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
10 00
30 Straw,
Cheese,
26a30
20
Turkey,
Chicken,
5
38 Tallow,
Ualf Skins,
16al8
20 Veal,
Duck,
65
unwashed.
40
Wool,
Efftjg
8 50
30,Wood, hard,
P'oaiI,'
6 00
18. Wood, soft,
[ieese,

Press something out in a hurry—in
your own room, while the ordinary
flatiron is heating in the kitchen.

_

RETAIL

j

PRICE.

RETAIL

You need it tor lace waists, tor rumpled trocks
and summer things; you need it for the skirt
that’s rained on and to put fresh creases in
baggy trousers. It saves many laundry and
tailor bills.

MARKET.

22a28 Lime.
Reef. Corned,
18a22lOat Meal.
Butter Salt.
2 09,Onions.
Corn,
1 94 Oil, kerosene,
bracked Com,
1 94' Pollock,
3orn Meal,
32| Pork.
Cheese,
315. Plaster,
CottonSeed,
10;Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranhe ries,
Clover seed,
37a42|Sugar.
1300.13 BO; alt, T. L,
Floor,
B 00 Sweet Potetoee,
tf .G. Seed,
311 Wheat Meal.
[,ard.

190
8
3
18
11
33
113
1
2 70
10

110
0

$4.50

$4.50

BORN
EMERY. In Camden, May 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery, a son, Oscar
Harris Emery, 2nd.
GORDON. In Belfast, May 4, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter C. Gordon, a daughter.
ST. CLAIR, fn North Appleton, April
19, to Mr. and Mrs. Edbert St. olair, a
son, Maurice Edbert.
SEEKINS. fn Swanville, May 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Seekins, a son.
WATERMAN, fn North Appleton, April
to Mr. and and Mrs. Fred L. Water-

16,

a daughter, Kathleen Jennie.
YORK. In Camden, April 30, to Mr.

man,

and Mrs. Eben

York,

a son.

MARRIED_
Maddox-BOHLIN. In Camden, April
Maddox
28, by Rev. B. P. Russell, Edgar
and Lena Bohlin, both of Camden.
SYLVESTER-MARTIN. In Belfast, May
D.
1, by Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne, J.
Mitchell Sylvester and Mrs. Harriet
Martin, both of Belfast.
_

DIED
In Winterport, May 5, Alice,
Col E
wife of George W. Cole, aged 47 years.
CUSHMAN, In Rockland, May 1, Mary
68
B., wife of Reuben H. Cushman, aged
years, 2 months and 27 days.
T.
HAMLIN. In Knox, April 24, Otis
Hamlin, aged 75 years.
HOBBS. In Rockland, April 30, Annie
9
E wife of H. S. Hobbs, aged 80 years,
months and 3 days.
Linekin. In Roxbury, Mass., April 30,
George Albert Linekin, formerly of Beland 10 days.
fast, aged 65 years, 5 months
Osborne. In Belfast, May 7, Capt.
3
George T. Osborne, aged 80 years,
months and 12 days.
PENDLETON. In Stockton Springs, May
5, Elden F. Pendleton, aged 62 years.Mrs.
RANDLETT. In Belfast, May 4,
Dora E. Randlett of Islesboro, aged 67
years, 4 months and 27 days.

Staples. In St Paul, Minn., April 18,
Allen Noyes Staples, aged 67 years.

Penobscot

Notice of foreclosure

Electric

Bay

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Comt of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division
James L. James and Eliza A.
In the matter of William 1 T
1,1 Bal‘kruP>^James, both of Belfast, by their mortWalton. Bankrupt,
gage deed dated the twelfth day of December,
the Creditors of William Walton of Unity.
To
of
and
recorded
in
the
Waldo
Registry
1917,
in the County of Waldo and District aforeDeeds, Book 326, Page 198, conveyed to me. ^
said. a Bankrupt.
the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Belfast, County of Waldo, and
Notice is hereby given that on the 20th day
bounded as follows: It being the same land de- of April. A, D, 1918. the said William Walscribed in a deed from Oscar F. Heald to Aiv; h
ton was duly
adjudicated Bankrupt; and
S Redman and Martha A. Knowlton, dated
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
N<>v. 1, 1890, and recorded in the Waldo Counheld at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
ty Registry of Deeds in Book 227, Page 423, to Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine, on the 24th
which deed and the record thereof reference day of May, A. D. 1918, at ten o’clock in the
may be had for a more particular description.
forenoon, at which time and place the said
Also other certain lots or parcels of land,
Creditors may attend, prove their claims, apsituated in said Belfast and described as folpoint a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt ard
lows, to wit: It being the same real.estate transact such other business as may properly
conveyed by Dexter T Clements to Elijah L. come before said meeting.
Knowlton by warranty deed dated Nov. 10th,
JOHN R, MASON.
A, D. 1913, and recorded in the Waldo County
Referee in Bankruptcy.
1918.
1.
Registry of Deeds in Book^ 313, Page 05, to
Maine,
May
Bangor,
which deed and the record thereof reference

WHEREAS,

]

may be had for a more particular description.
Said labove deecribed real estate being the
sanje conveyed by said Elijah L. Know Iton to
the said James L and Elisa A. James by deed
bearing even date; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach o!
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of

said mortgage.
May 7, 1918.

Company

ELIJAH L. KNOWLTON.

By ARTHUR RITCHIE.
His Attorney,

8wl9

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt thanki
to our friends who so kindly helped us ir
our sad bereavement and for the many

beautiful floral tributes.
I Mrs. Fnz W. Patterson
9
AND FAMILY.

1

■

We show models for

a

figures, for all occasion

«

and steady work .for girls
women in large rubber
shoe factory; experienced girls earn $10 to $18
a week; inexperienced ones paid a worth while
salary and'given free board and room while
learning, which takes about a month; live town
near large cities; good theatre; fioe working
conditions; company furnishes ball for dancing, athletic fields; free insurance and medical
attention. Don’t decide now, write today for
illustrated booklet: “A Good Job at Beacon
Falls,” address Employment Dept,.
I
BEACON FALLS RUBBER SHOE CO;,
Beacon Falls, Conn.
4wl9p

Q|A
niy
V
Wl ■

give the “new-form”; t
figure vogue of the n
ment. Although inexp'
sive, are as faultless
fitting as the most cost,
corsets,and are unequal
for comfort, wear a
“new-form”shape-mou
ing.

and

i
The Nort’i ChurchJGuild will- meet next
Monday evening with Mrs. Frank Nye, !
Cedar street
_1

Ask for
W. B. “Nuform
Corsets”
From

#1.00

to

#3 AO

W. B. BRASSIERES
SOLD HERE.

MISS HILTON’S
Waist and Specialty Shop

|

